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16. Abstract
This report contains the results of traction tests performed on
two fluids. These tests covered a pressure range of 1.0 to 2.5
GPa, an inlet temperature range of 30 'C to 70 'C, a speed
range of 10 to 80 m/sec, aspect ratios of .5 to 5 and spin from
0 to 2.1%. The test results are presented in the form of two
dimensionless parameters, the initial traction slope and the
maximum traction peak With the use of a suitable
theological fluid model the'actual traction curves measured can
now be reconstituted from the two fluid parameters. More
importantly, the knowledge of these parameters, together with
the fluid rheological model allow the prediction of traction
under conditions of spin, slip and any combination thereof.
Comparison between theoretically predicted traction under these
conditions and those measured in actual traction tests shows
that this method gives good results.
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Traction data for figures 2-4 to 2-11
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High speed traction tests were performed on two traction
fluids, Santotrac 50 and TDF-88, commonly employed. Traction
data on these fluids is required for traction drive design
optimization techniques. These techniques will allow for the
best possible design of a given drive configuration.
To obtain this data, two twin discs traction machines were
used. These machines were in existence at the University of
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, and were modified to accommodate the
range of test variables. The majority of the data reported was
obtained under conditions of side slip, a technique whereby
only low power levels are required to simulate real traction
drive contacts. The second machine was modified so that it
operated under actual traction transfer conditions as
encountered on real drives. This was done to investigate the
aDility of fluid rheological models to predict the actual
traction performance of these contacts.
The range of the test variables were; contact pressure from 1
to 1.9 GPa, disc surface velocity from i0 to 80 m/sec, fluid
inlet temperature from 30 to 70 'C and contact spin from 0 to
2.1%. The resulting traction curves were reduced to two
dimensionless parameters Dy using the Johnson and Tevaarwerk
isothermal traction model. The two dimensionless parameters
are the initiall zero spin traction curve slope and the peak
traction coefficient. These data were then correlated with
regression equations to facilitate their use in design programs
and to reduce the invariably present experimental errors.
Also the theoretical traction prediction technques of the
Johnson and Tevaarwerk model were tested against data obtained
in this investigation. These predictions were based on simple
side slip traction curves, longitudinal slip traction curves,
side slip with spin traction and combinations of side
slip,spin and longitudinal slip. The resulting comparison
showed that the theoretical predictions are good provided that
thermal effects can be kept to a minimum.
The correlated traction data obtained under this
investigation can be used, together with the Johnson and
Tevaarwerk model, to give reasonable theoretical traction



























Semi Hertzian contact size in the x and y direction
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i. I_RODUCTiO_
fraction drives have a rather checkered history of existence.
After a brief period of acceptance in the automotive market
during the first quarter of this century, they disappeared in
rapid fashion. The main reason for their initial acceptance
was the simplicity with which a variable speed output can be
obtained from a nearly constant speed input. Their rapid demise
was due the fact that while simple in concept, the average life
expectancy was very low indeed. With the advent of a more
demanding motoring public this short life expectancy became
unacceptable and other solutions were found to the speed match
problem. In recent years traction drives have had a resurgerlce
because of the energy crisis and the fact that a lot of the
initial problems have now been, partially at least, solved.
In simple terms the traction drives basic elements are two
rollers, pressed into nominal contact and rolled about their
respective axis. Power is transmitted in the form of a shear
stress across the contact area. A fluid is present to prevent
initial surface scuffing damage and to provide for some form of
cooling. The rolling motion of the discs dra_s this fluid into
the contact zone and a thin layer of this fluid will separate
the actual contact area. it is also in this region where the
torque is transmitted from one roller to the next and therefoce
tt_e performance of a traction drive depends to a large extent
upon the rheological properties of the fluid. Close
examination of the fluid history as it passes through the
contact gap reveals that it experiences a sudden pressure pulse
from atmospheric to possibly several Giga Pascal in a t_:rle
period of 1 to .1 msec. The shear stress that is transmitted
from one disc to the other (about i_% of the normal stress)
passes through this layer of fluid "trapped" in the contact and
causes a shear. This in turn will lead to heat generation a:l,l
[rom simple calculations, temperatures in the centre o_ |Ih,_
E£l,n can easily reach several hundred degrees Centigrade.
Fo the designer of traction drives, the traction behaviour
of the fluid under the severe conditions is of utTnost
importance because of the direct influence that it h_s on the
efficiency, size and life of a given drive. Besides a good
theological model for the fluid, he must have at his disposal
pertinent rheological properties of the fluid that he proposes
to use. It is in this area where this report addresses itself.
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1-1 PRIOR TRACTION INVESTIGATIONS
To study the rheological properties of the fluid under the
severe conditions as described above precludes the use of ,host
of the conventional instruments used for steady state
measurements. In fact the only suitable type of instrument for
the study is a disc machine where most of conditions are the
same or similar to those in traction drives. From the
resulting traction tests, certain models are inferred and it is
in this area where there has been a lot of activity recently.
Notable contributions have come from Clark et al (i), rlewko
(2), Smith (3), Smith et al (4), Johnson and Cameron (5),
Niemann (6), and more recently Johnson and _oberts (7) an_
Johnson and Tevaarwerk (8). Some of these investigations were
strictly experimental in nature, and aimed at obtaining
traction drive design data, while others were aimed at
understanding the traction phenomena so that r_leological models
could be formulated. This latter research is ofcourse
ultimately aimed at relating fluid molecular properties to
traction properties. Research by Johnson and ?evaarwer!_ (_),
Oaniels (9), _lirst and Moore (i_) and Alsaad et al (ll) is
directed specifically towards this purpose. The reader is
refered to an exellent review by Johnson (12) for furt_ler
aspects of this topic.
Many of the rheologicai models derived so far have been
isothermal in nature. '9his is not so much (h_e to the level of
understanding of traction but rather because of the degree of
complexity that thermal analysis introduces. 'this is not to
say however that thermal effects are not important, a simple
method is required however to include them in the analysis.
Current understanding of traction has led to traction models
that describe the fluid shear behaviour in terms of an elastic
and a dissipative element. For purposes of mathematical
tractability this dissipative element is taken to be plastic
like in nature, this gives an adequate discription of the
fluid behaviour at conditions such as those encour,tered _.,l
traction drives. An analysis of traction drive performance
using such a model was done by Tevaarwerk (13). _t showed that
under certain conditions the prediction technique by Magi (14)
can be used. £his work has now been further expanded by
developing a simple method to correct for thermal effects due
to spin, _fevaarwerk (15), and an overall thermal traction
study, fevaarwerk (16).
As with all models however, their usefullness is severely
restricted if inadequate input traction data is available to
the designer. This is especially so if new high tractio_
fluids are used that were not tested previously for dse under
conditions that exist in modern highly advanced trachio,_
drives.
1-2 TRACTION DATA RESEARC_I PROGRAM
Several novel and new forms of traction drives have recently
been developed and tested by Loewenthal et al (17). These
particular drives are suitable for the high speed applications
area where gears in their current form would not suffice, b_or
purposes of design of these drives, adequate _l.,li_,_che,)t)jtc-_t
data is needed under the operating s[_ee,bJ, f)r.._._ires an I
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temperatures encountered. For this reason, and for traction
drive optimization in general, a program was undertaken to
obtain traction contact data under a variety of conditions.
Variables studied to determine their influence on traction
included surface speed, contact pressure, temperature, contact
area, aspect ratio, spin and side slip. Additionaly, the data
could be tested against an existing traction model to validate
its traction performance predictions.
This project was undertaken as a part of the Highway Vehicle
Systems Program of the U.S. Department of Energy to provide
basic traction technology information for traction drive
design. The work was in support of automotive applications of
traction drives, but certainly not limited to that field. It
was managed by the Bearing, Gearing and Transmission Section of
the NASA Lewis Research Center. All experimental and
theoretical work was done through the Waterloo Research
Institute of the University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. The
author wishes to thank Mr. Blair Bruce , Mr A. Blahey and Mr. J
Devaal, all from the U.of W., for their assistance in this
research program.
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2-0 EXPERIMENTS
The various traction experiments were carried out on two
existing twin disc machines. These machines are known as the
high speed machine, capable of speeds up to 80 m/sec, and the
low speed machine with speeds up to 30 m/sec. These two
machines are shown in figure 2-1a and 2-1b. Traction curves
were obtained by using the side slip technique; a technique
whereby large traction transfer can be measured without the
need for a large motor-generator set. The principal difference
between the high speed and low speed is the fact that the low
speed machine has the ability to measure traction under
longitudinal power transfer as well as side slip conditions.
This feature is useful if some of the predictions of the flui_
rheological model are to De checked against experimental
results.
2-1 DESCRIPTION OF TWIN DISC MACHINES
For an extensive description of twin disc traction testers
the reader is refered to the literature; Smith (3) and Johnson
and Roberts (7). Basically the machines consists of two discs,
called the upper and lower disc. The lower disc is the driver,
powered by an electric motor through timing belts. The upper
disc is the driven and is loaded against the lower disc through
a dead weight system. This lower disc is shaft mounted in
rolling element bearings and the only degree of freedom is one
of rotation about the drive axis. The lower disc always has a
transverse radius of curvature of infinity. To avoid problems
with gravity forces the axis of rotation of this disc should be
horizontal to within a few milliradians. The upper disc is
shaft mounted in bearings contained in the upper assembly.
This upper assembly is suspended with elastic hinges such that
only direct normal motion or axial motion is possible. The
assembly will however always stay horizontal. The upper disc
(or toroid) has curvatures such that the desired contact
geometry is arrived at. The upper assembly is constructed sucn
that the rotational axis can be tilted relative to the horizon
so as to introduce spin on the contact. It can also be turned
about the normal to the contact so as to introduce a side slip
velocity. A straingage load cell restrains axial motion of the
upper assembly, thereby permitting the direct measurement o£
the axial force. Furthermore, by employing a dynamic brake on
the upper toroid, longitudinal slip can be introduced. This
latter feature allows for the measurements of traction under
conditions of power transmission.
In order to achieve the various aspect ratios a number of
special discs with varying crown curvatures were employed as
shown in figures 2-2 and 2-3. Table 2-1 lists the actual
curvatures used. All the discs were made of AISI-01 steel,
hardened to 7.00 GPa, ground and polished to a surface finish
of less than .05 _m RMS and with an out of roundness error of
less than 5 _m. Between tests the discs were inspected for
surface damage and if needed, reground and polished to bring







































TABLE 2-1: Disc curvatures as used in the investigation.
(Dimensions are all in millimeters.)
Figure 2-2 shows the various discs as employed on the low
speed machine. The required normal load, obtained Dy dead
loading techinques for both machines, can be calculated from
the Hertz theory for elastic bodies in contact. The maximum
pressure is given by;
(i) Po= (I/2_AB)*_(3 Fz E'2/Re 2)
where Fz = contact normal load (N)
E '= composite elastic modulus (Pa)
= ½ ((I-_2_E +) + (I-_27E-)) -I
Re = equivalent disc radius (m)
= (i/Rx÷+ I/R_+ I/Ry_+ I/Ry_ -I
A,B = Hertzian contact shape factors (-)






desirable to calculate the contact dimension
the normal pressure Po. This may be done by
C where C is derived from the Hertzian contact
(2) a = C Po
where C = 2 _A2B Re/E'
The constants
£or steel).











low speed high speed
machine machine
TABLE 2-2:Contact size for
Hertzian pressure)
various aspect ratios. (m/Pa
From this table it can be seen that the contact size varies
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considerably between the two machines even at the
pressures and contact aspect ratio.
same
2-2 TRACTION MEASUREMENTS
By suitable instrumentation of the disc machines the side
slip traction curves may be obtained. For both machines a load
cell was used to measure the side slip force of the upper
toroid assembly. The electrical signal from the load cell was
then filtered to remove noise and applied to the vertical axis
of an X-Y recorder. The skew angle was measured by using a
displacement transducer on the upper assembly and thereby
measuring the rotation angle of this assembly. This skew angle
gives the amount of side slip/roll ratio through the
relationship;
(3) Av/U= tan(8)
where 8= side slip angle (rad.)
v= side slip velocity (m/sec)
U= rolling velocity (m/sec)
By measuring the amount of skew with the displacement
transducer the side slip/roll ratio is obtained directly
through;
(4) Av/U= Ax K
where Ax is the displacement of the transducer and K a scale
factor. The electrical output of the displacement transducer
was filtered and applied to the horizontal axis of the X-Y
recorder. Calibration of both the load cell and the
displacement transducer were checked on the average for every
5-10 traction tests. Calibration of the load cell was by a
deadweight loaaing technique while the displacement transducer
was calibratea by rotating the upper assembly through a known
angle and then calculating the amount of side slip for this
angle. The distance traced on the X-Y recorder for this given
angle was then noted and the scale factor calculated.
Traction curves were obtained by the slow rotation of the
upper assembly from a positive value of side slip/roll ratio to
a negative value. The X-Y recorder would then automatically
trace the force versus slip curve on graph paper. By reversing
the direction of rotation of the machine, a duplicate set of
curves can be obtained. For the zero spin traces, this curve
should be completely symmetric about the origin. Typical
traction curves thus obtained are shown in figures 2-4 through
2-11. The horizontal slip scale and vertical traction scale
were added after the test from the calibration results. The
expected range of accuracy of these traction measurements was
+/- 5% of the true traction force.
These typical curves shown in figures 2-4 to 2-11 cover
almost the entire range of traction curves measured in this








































































TABLE 2-3:Typical traction test conditions.
2-3 TRACTION WITH SPIN
Spin may be introduced on the contact by tilting the upper
assembly relative to the horizontal through an angle _ . This
angle is retered to as the spin angle, however it is not a
direct measure of the spin itself because it does not consider
contact geometry. A more suitable measure of spin is given by
the dimensionless variable J3 (see appendix IV).
(5) J3= 3/8 m/_ (_/ab/U)V_
where m = initial traction slope (-)
= peak traction coefficient (-)
= spin velocity on contact (rad/sec)
k = aspect ratio b/a (-)
U = contact rolling velocity (m/sec)
a,b = contact sizes (m)
Most of the variables in equation (5) are known from the
traction curves and from the contact geometry. The grouping
_v_/U provides for a measure of the spin intensity on the
contact and it will be used here to indicate spin as such.
The angular spin velocity on the contact can be related to the
angle of tilt through the following:
(6) _/U = sin(e)/(Ry cos(e) + e )
where e= spin angle (tad)
e= center o£ curvature offset (m)
In some instances the distance e I]as a negative value ;i.e.,
the centre o£ Ry is above the axis of rotation as shown in
figure 2-3a. Tnis is the case for example in the 6° spin test
on the low speed machine and for the 15' and 30 ° spin tests on
the nigh speed machine (k=5).
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I
Figure 2-3a: General disc arrangement for spin tests.
Equation (6) still applies provided that the sign of the
distance e is taken into account. Figure 2-3b shows the actual
discs tilted to introduce spin.
For the toroids as used in this investigation the values of






















TABLE 2-4: Toroid dimensions for the spin tests.
When the toroids are tilted a slight change takes place in
the curvatures, this was kept small however by the proper
selection of the radii.
The spin tests were performed at specific angles only for
the two machines. These angles were 6° for the low speed
machine and 15 ° and 30 ° for the high speed machine. A further
simplification in the spin factor calculation can therefore be
made by employing the relationship between contact size and
pressure as indicated in Table 2-2. In simple terms we may
write;
(7) =c" Po
where C" =_ C/_ /U









.399 x I0- 3
.713 x i0- 3
1.15 x 10 -3
1.98 x 10 -3
High Speed
(15 0)
2.46 x 10 -3
7.06 x 10 -3
(30 0 )
5.12 x 10 -3
14.6 x 10 -3
TABLE 2-5: Spin factors for the various test conditions.
Traction curves with imposed spin were obtained in the same
manner as described for the zero spin traction curves. Typical
curves obtained are shown in figure 2-12 to 2-19 for a variety
o£ spin conditions. Table 2-6 lists the various independent





























































TABLE 2-6: Typical range o£ the conditions for the spin tests.
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3-0 TRACTION CURVEPARAMETERS
The typical traction curves shown may be fitted to the
Johnson & Tevaarwerk (8) traction model. This model consists
of an elastic element coupled in series with a viscous element.
In the limit, when pressures are high, speeds high and
temperature low, this elastic/viscous model may be approximated
by an elastic/plastic model. Conditions in traction drives are
such that this approximation is almost always valid, certainly
for the fluids with high traction coefficients. The advantage
of the model is that only two parameters are needed to describe
the isothermal portion of the curves. When thermal effects set
in, one more parameter is needed besides the externally known
fluid thermal properties, see Tevaarwerk (15, 16).
Based on the elastic/plastic model, Tevaarwerk (13) and
Tevaarwerk and Johnson (18) made several predictions about the
traction behaviour of such fluids in typical traction contacts.
The simple side slip traction curve for such a fluid is given
as: (For an explanation see also Appendix V)
(8) J5= (z/2 - sin-l((l-S2)/(l+S2)) + 2S/(I+S 2) )/z
(9) where
(i0) and
S=(2/3) J2//k =(7/4) (m/%/) (Av/U)
J5= Fy/(Fz %/)
This equation may now De used to see how well the shape of
the traction curves shown in figures 2-4 to 2-11 is predicted
by this theory. Firstly, the traces ShOWn in figure 2-4 to
2-11 are replotted on a traction force vs. slip velocity graph
as shown in figures 3-i. Using the symmetry relationship of
the traction curve, only the trace in the upper quadrant is
graphed although the results from all the four quadrants were
used in obtaining the average traction curve for the fluid.
Generally speaking the symmetry of the traces is nearly
perfect. The calculated traction data for these traces is
shown in Appendix I unaer the columns labelled DV and Fy.
The range on the traction forces and the slip velocity may
be reduced somewhat by plotting the results in the more
conventional fashion of traction coefficient Fy/Fz and side
slip/roll ratio Av/u. Replotting the results from figure 3-1
in this form produces figure 3-2. While the ranges have been
reduced somewhat, the shapes, tnough similar, are still not
identical. The traction coefficient and slide roll ratio are
indicated as Fy/Fz and Av/U in Appendix I.
By using equation (8) and the slope and the peak traction
coefficient of the traction traces, the entire group o£ 8
traces can now De presentea as a simple single curve, see
figure 3-3. The completely reduced traction data is shown in
Appendix I under Js £or the slip parameter and J5 as tne side
slip traction. Also indicated are the traction coefficient and
the traction slope used to reduce the data. The two parameters
that counpletely specify the entire isothermal traction curve
therefore are the initial traction slope m=(Fy/Fz)/(Av/U) when
slip is small, and the peak traction coefficient %/ =(Fy/Fz)
peak. These two parameters are related to the fluid elastic
shear modulus and the limiting shear strength of the fluid (as
descrioed in Chapter 4). Only the "isothermal" portion of the
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traction curve is predicted by this model. This however, is
often adequate because operation of traction drives is very
often in this regime.
The fact that the traction curve can be described by two
parameters makes for a very easy recording of all the traction
tests performed in this investigation. The initial traction
slope m and peak traction coefficient _ results thus obtained
on the side slip traction measurements are recorded in Appendix
II for both the fluids and all the aspect ratios tested. Also
listed in this Appendix are the peak traction coefficients for
the side slip with spin experiments. The traction slope is not
recorded for these traces because it has no direct meaning in
terms of fundamental fluid properties.
3-1 TRACTION DATA CORRELATION
Examination of the traction coefficients in Appendix II
reveals that there are certain trends when one of the external
parameters such as pressure, speed, inlet fluid temperature or
aspect ratio is varied. The trends are;
--Traction coefficient increases with increasing pressure.
--Traction coefficient decreases with increasing speed.
--Traction coefficient decreases with increasing temperature.
--Traction coefficient decreases with increasing aspect ratio.
5y linearization of these trends the following equations may De
written;
(ii)
_ A1 + A2*PO
_ A3 + A4*U
_ A5 + A6/0
_ A7 + A8*k
w_ere;Po=Hertz contact pressure
U =rolling speed of the discs
e =fluid inlet temperature
k =contact aspect ratio (b/a)
These equations can be used directly for correlation
purposes, however, to reduce the influence of weighting because
of the physical magnitude of the variables, nondimensional
variables should be used. These can be obtained quite easily by
using the following;
(12) U'=(U-U)/U ; P'=(Po-P--o)/P--o ; 0 =(0-V)/ O; k'=(k-k)/k
,where the prime indicates the transformed variable and the
Oarred variables the average magnitude. Because the trends
are all equally likely for a given condition of speed,
temperature, pressure and aspect ratio, the following general
equation for the traction coefficient may be expected;
(13) =(AI+A2*P')*(A3+A4*U')*(A5+A6/@')*(A7+A8*K')
_ultiplication yields the following expression;
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(14) U = Cl +C2*k' +C3*P' +C4*(P'k') +C5/@' +
C6*(k'/@') +C7*(P'/O') +C8*(k'P'/O') +C9*U' +
CI0*(U'k') +CII*(U'P') +CI2*(U'P'K') +CI3*(U'/O')
CI4*(K'U'/@') +CI5*(P'U'/O') +CI6*(K'P'U'/O')
+
Where the coefficient CI-C16 are directly related to the
coefficients AI-A8. Equation (14) may now De used on the data
to obtain the coefficients CI-C16 by a least squares
regression. All the data for a given fluid can be combined
provided that there is no spin or longitudinal slip present on
the traction test.
In the regression reported herein all the results in a
certain class were nondimensionalized by using equation (12).
Before one can now use the regression coefficients to predict
the traction coefficient the variables need to be transformed
according to this equation. This requires the knowledge o£ the
average quantities of the variables and these are given for
each regression.
Appendix IIIA -IIID contains tne regression results for the
two fluids used on both the traction coefficient and the
initial traction slope. (Tne analysis for traction slope is
identical to that for traction coefficient). Also listed in
these appendices are the average quantities U,@,K and P, the
mean of the percent error and the standard deviation of tile
percent error. In the far right columns are listed tne
estimate of the regressed variable and the mean percent error
between the predicted and the actual regressed variable.
The listing of the coefficients C in the Appedices is as
follows;
Cl C2 C2 C4
C5 C6 C7 C8
C9 Cl0 Cll C12
C13 C14 C15 C16
_hen spin is present on the contact then a further variation
in the traction coefficient is possible. A similar treatment
to the spin traction results gives the following expression for
the traction coefficient;
(15) _ =Cl +C2*Z' +C3*K' +C4*(K'Z') +C5*P' +
C6*(P'Z') +C7*(P'k') +C8*(P'k'Z') +C9/0' +CI0*(Z'/O')












'P') +C22*(U'P'Z') +C23*(U'P'K') +
'P'K'Z') +C25"(U'/@') +C26"(U'/0') +C27*(K'U'/@')





are given in Appendix lllE and IIIF in the
C1 -_-C4
C28 C32
It could be argued that a regression o£ the above type is
not desirable because o£ the large number of coefficients
involved. This is certainly true and it is hoped that at some
future time all the data can be reduced to two or three
fundamental £1uid parameters. However such a model has not
been sufficiently developed for inclusion here.
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4-0 'FRACTION CURVEPREDICTIONS
The main purpose in this investigation was to obtain
traction data from two fluids that can and may be used for the
prediction of traction contact performance. It is of course,
not practical to experimentally measure the traction under
every variation of contact kinematic conditions. These
conditions may consist of longitudinal slip, side slip and
spin.
With the knowledge of a few of the fluid rheological
parameters, it is however possible to calculate the fluid
traction curves under widely differing contact conditions.
Present day models take into account the fluid and disc
elasticity effects as well as the dissipative behaviour of the
fluid film. The model that will De used here is that due to
Johnson and Tevaarwerk (8). This model can be simplified for
purposes of traction drive analysis to a simple linear elastic
spring in series with a Coulomb friction model.
TC ] _ T
// / // ///
Figure 4-1: Schematic of the elastic/plastic traction model.
The method of operation of this model is as follows; upon
the application of a shear force the linear spring element
will extend. This extension or strain is directly proportional
to the stress at all levels of stress until a certain critical
stress Tc is reached. At this point the Coulomb friction is
insufficient and the extension in the elastic element remains
constant. Sliding will now take place provided that the stress
is maintained at Tc. dpon a reduction or reversal of stress
the elastic element will retract and recover the energy stored
in it. The frictional work is however lost. (This frictional
work will result in heat generation which in turn results in a
local temperature rise. This temperature rise influences the
level of stress Tc in a complicated manner but always reduces
it. It can therefore happen that the initial stress level
required to get the friction element moving is higher than to
keep it moving. Such nonlinear effects are very common in
fluid theology.) The modulus G of the elastic element is
related to the initial traction slope through contact geometry




slip traction curves m and G are related as
(16) G-- (3/8) m Fz h/a2b
where h=average filmthickness (m)
a,b=semi contact dimension (m)
Fz=contact normal load (N)
'fhe quantity G is indicated here rather than G. This is to
signify that we only deduce an average shear modulus. The
reason for this is that we do not know exactly how the fluid
shear modulus is influenced by the local pressure in the
contact. (The extraction of G for the fluid is further
complicated by the _a_=--_ that in _ ..........t__,, _ a
amount of elastic creep of the disc material is invariably
present, see also section 4-2). The frictional stress c is
directly related to the peak traction coefficient u through the
following equation;
(17) TC = _Fz/zab
Again we are only extracting the average guantity Tc because
of the lack of knowledge about the variation of Tc with
pressure. (This limiting stress is temperature dependent and
the temperature of the fluid is not constant but rises as more
and more slip occurs on the contact. For simplicity however we
often use the peak traction coefficient if such a peak exists.)
£o apply the above concept to the analysis of traction in an
EdL contact that is subjected to spin and slip is more
complicated and a two dimensional model is now required. A
much more detailed description of how this model can be used to
predict traction under conditions of spin, side slip and the
usual longitudinal slip is given in Appendix IV and Appendix V.
The analysis described in these Appendices is entirely
isothermal in nature.
4-1 TRACTION WiTH SPIN ONLY
Side slip traction tests with spin taken on both the high
speed and low speed machine were compiled into the traction
data presented. Typical traces obtained are shown in figures
12 to 19
In order to predict these spin traction curves from theory,
it was decided that the correlated data would be used to obtain
the two fluid input parameters m(initial slope of zero spin
curve) and _ (the zero spin traction peak). _t was also
possible to use the correlated data for a corrected spin
traction peak so as to allow for possible thermal effects.
For the treatment of thermal effects in traction, the reader is
referred to Tevaarwerk (15) and Tevaarwerk (16). The analysis
of traction including thermal effects is however outside the
scope of this investigation.
The table below indicates the values used for the prediction









































TABbE 4-1: Experimental values of m and _ _ised in the _ ,n
traction prediction•
The results of the theoretical calculations are shown in
Appendix V£ for both the positive and negative rolling
directions• The theoretical curves thus obtained are shown in
figures 4-1 to 4-8. In general the prediction is very good
except for some of the very high spin/high speed results where
the thermal effects are not negligable.
4-2 TRACTION W£TH SPIN, SIOE SLIP _qD LONGITUD£NAL SLIP
The low speed traction machine used in this investigation
has the ability to impose the three general forms of slip on
the fluid in the contact: a) side slip, imposed by skewing of
the two discs relative to each other, b) spin imposed by
tilting the axis of rotation of the upper disc, and c)
longitudinal slip, imposed by retarding the rolling velocity of
the upper disc. The advantage of being able to apply the three
forms of slip is that the rheological models can now be tested
out under various conditions of the forms of the imposed slip.
A disadvantage of this system is that only relatively low
speeds can be employed because of the power levels involved.
Unlike the side slip traction tests, one now requires a
drivemotor and braking system that is capable of generating and
absorbing the entire power that can be transmitted through the
fluid in the contact. For the high speed tests that were
performed under conditions of side slip these power levels
would have reached 15 to 20 kW if done in longitudinal form.
To see how well the traction under the combined kinematic
conditions of spin, slip and side slip are predicted, a number
of traction curves were obtained with these conditions imposed
on the contact. To be sure that the possible difference
between experiment and theory are not due to the correlation
error coutained in the correlated side slip traction results,
it was decided to use the traction slope and traction peak from









taken for different aspect ratios.
resulting traction data from these
Po U k e
Santotrac 50 2.53 20 .5 70
Santotrac 50 1.96 20 1.0 70
Santotrac 50 1.45 20 2.0 70






'Fable 4-2: Raw experimental data obtained from the four side
slip traction measurements.
The traction traces, toqether with the theoretical curves
fitted to them, are shown in figure 4-9 to 4-12 and the
corresponding data calculation sheets are shown in Appendix
VII-A.
Next this data was used to calculate the longitudinal slip
traction curves with imposed side slip. The side slip was
increased in four steps. In order to use the data fro,n the
side slip traction curves for the longitudinal traction
prediction, two corrections have to be made. The first
correction is for the slope of the traction curve because of
possible disc compliance effects. This comes about because
even though the modulus of the disc material is much higher
than that for the fluid( by about two orders of magnitude), we
can only measure the elastic creep of the series combination
of thin film and two discs. Because the fluid film is so thin
relative to the amount of disc material that is strained, it
_resents a rather stiff spring in this system. In fact as much
as 7_% of the total elastic creep may take place in the discs.
Also the amount of elastic creep that takes place in the discs
depends on the direction in which the stress is acting. Since
side slip data is to be used for longitudinal traction
prediction a correction has to be made for this effect. (This
correction is described in detail by Tevaarwerk (13) see
Appendix IV). The other correction is for the reduction in the
traction peak due to the rolling traction component. At high
speed this can be a significant amount(anywhere from 1 to 10%
of the traction coefficient). In the analysis and calculations
performed here, this correction was omitted because of the
uncertainty in the magnitude of the film thickness. 'Fable 4-3
contains the corrected values of the slope used for the
prediction of the longitudinal slip traces.
fluid Po U k I 0 m
Santotrac 5_ 2.53 20 .5 70 66.74 .0935
Santotrac 50 1.96 20 i.@ 70 65.19 .0956
Santotrac 50 1.45 20 2.0 70 62.78 .100
Santotrac 50 1.22 20 5._ 70 61.i_ ._89
TABL_ 4-3: Corrected experimental traction data for
longitudinal traction predictions.
As can be seen, the slope correction can be quite substantial
for the higher aspect ratio traction curves.
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Appendix VII-B contains the experimental and theoretical
results for these longitudinal traction predictions and the
results are shown in figures 4-13 to 4-16. These figures show
that the predictions compare favourably with the experimental
results at the lower side slip results. When the side slip
increases, thermal effects set in and a significant discrepancy
becomes apparent.
To examine the influence of spin alone on the side slip,
four tests were performed with side slip and spin present. The
former side slip test results were now used to predict the
results with spin traction. This prediction is similar to the
one done above, except that the correlated traction data was
used. Figures 4-17 to 4-29 shows the comparison between
observed and predicted spin traction results, The calculation
results are shown in Appendix VII-C.
Finally, the combined spin, side slip and longitudinal slip
traction curves are predicted and compared with theory in
figures 4-21 to 4-24. The calculation for this case is shown
in Appendix VII-D. Generally speaking, the predictions are
good except for the high side slip traction traces where a
significant amount of thermal effect is present. This is
especially clear from figure 4-24 where the observed traction
is on a downward trend at increased longitudinal slip while the
theoretical predictions indicate an upward trend, it is
expected that with the inclusion of a correct thermal analysis,
the predicted traction curves would be closer to the observed.
The remainder of the longitudinal traction data obtained under
comDinations of spin and or side slip are reported in Appendix
VI£-E. This data shows the corresponding traction peak observed
under the various conditions of spin and side slip.
5-0 CONCLOSION
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Traction tests were conducted on two twin disc traction
machines. These machines are known as the high speed machine,
capable of surface velocities of up to 80 m/sec, and the low
speed machine. The low speed machine was instumented such that
all these conditions of slip could be introduced and their
effects on traction measured. The high speed machine could
only be operated under conditions of side slip and spin. Two
fluids were investigated for their traction properties, TDF-88
and Santotrac-5_. The traction data obtained were reduced to
two variables per test. These variables were the initial
traction slope and the maximum traction coefficient. The
resulting data from all the test were then reduced to 32
£_9£_1UI1 constants iU£
To verify the theoretical traction predictions as given by the
Johnson and Tevaarwerk model, a series of combined slip, side
slip and spin tests were performed on the low speed machine and
the results were compared to the predictions. These
comparisons showed that the isothermal predictions by the above
model are in good agreement with the experimental observations
in the region where thermal effects in the fluid can be kept to
a minimum.
Also comparison of the data generated with TDF-88 and
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Fig.2-la Photograph of t h e  high speed t r a c t i o n  machine. 
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Fig.2- lb  Photograph of t h e  l o w  speed t r a c t i o n  machine. 
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Fig.2-2a Photograph of d i s c s  used for t h e  l o w  speed 
t r a c t i o n  tester. 
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Figure 2-2b: Curvature conventions as used on the toroids
for the two disc machines.
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Fig 2-3b Photograph of t h e  t i l t e d  d i s c  t o  
introduce sp in .  
Figure 2-5: Side slip traction curve for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=1.9 GPa; inlet temperature =29 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and
spin angle =0. The curve was obtained on the high speed
traction tester.
Fiqure 2-6: Side slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =30 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45
GPa; inlet temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin
angle =0. The curve was obtained on the low speed traction
tester. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALI'W
Figure 2-7: Side slip traction curve _or TDF-88 under the
_ollowing conditions; speed =i0 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.9
GPa; inlet temperature =30 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin







Sise slip traction curve for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
conditions; speed =80 m/sec; hertz pressure
temperature =69 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and
The curve was obtained on the high speed
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Figure 2-9: Side slip traction curve for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=1.45 GPa; inlet temperature =32 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and
spin angle =0. The curve was obtained on the high speed
traction tester.
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Piqure 2-10: Side slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =i0 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45
GPa; inlet temperature =33 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and spin
angle =0. The curve was obtained on the low speed traction
tester. ORIGINAL PAGE IS;
OF POt")_ QUALITY
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for SANTO-TRAC 50 underFigure 2-11: Side slip traction curve
the following conditions; speed =80 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=i.0 GPa; inlet temperature =69 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and












Figure 2-12: Side slip traction curve for SANTO-TRAC 50 unc_er
the £ollowing conditions; speed =80 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=1.45 GPa; inlet temperature =73 'C; aspect ratio K=5.0 and
spin angle =30 degrees. The curve was obtained on the nigh
speea traction tester.
Figure 2-13 : Siae slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =i.0
GPa; inlet temperature =50 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and spin
angle =15 degrees. The curve was obtained on the nigh speed
traction tester.
Flgure 2-14: Side slip traction curve _or SANTO-TRAC 50 unaer
the _ollowing conaitions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=1.9 GPa; inlet temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio K=I.0 and




Figure 2-15: Side slip traction curve for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the _ollowing conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure
=1.22 GPa; inlet temperature =32.5 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and
spin angle =15 degrees. The curve was obtained on the high
speed traction tester.
Figure 2-16: Side slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.9
GPa; inlet temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin




Figure 2-17: Side slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =80 m/sec; Hertz pressure =I.0
GPa; inlet temperature =50 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and sDin
angle =16 degrees. The curve was obtained on the high speed
traction tester.
Figure 2-18: Side slip traction curve for TDF-88 under the
following conditions; speed =30 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45
GPa; inlet temperature =29 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin
angle =6 degrees. The curve was obtained on the low speed
traction tester. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 2-19: Side slip traction curve £or SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; hertz pressure
=i.0 GPa; inlet temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio K=5.0 and
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Figure 3-i: Example of the typical side slip traction curves
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Figure 3-2: The typical traction curves of figure 3-1 plotted in the
form of traction coefficient versus slide roll ratio. The curve
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Figure 3-3: Traction curves reduced to the standard form for the
Elastic/Plastic traction model. The numbers represent experimental
















Figure 4-i: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =80 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45 GPa; inlet
temperature =73 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and spin angle =30 degrees.
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Figure 4-2: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for TDF-88 under the following conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =i.0 GPa; inlet temperature =50








Figure 4-3: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.9 GPa; inlet
temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin angle =6 degrees.
Circles represent experimental values
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Figure 4-4: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.22 GPa; inlet
temperature =32.5 'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin angle =16
















Figure 4-5: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
sllp with spin traction for TDF-88 under the followlng conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.9 GPa; inlet temperature =70
'C; aspect ratio k=l.0 and spin angle =6 degrees. Circles












Figure 4-6: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction _or TDF-88 under the following conditions;
speed =80 m/sec; Hertz pressure =i.0 GPa; inlet temperature =50
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Figure 4-7: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for TDF-88 under the following conditions;
speed =30 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45 GPa; inlet temperature =29







Figure 4-8: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =I.0 GPa; inlet
temperature =70 'C; aspect ratio k=5.0 and s_in angle =6 degrees.
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Figure 4-9: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =2.53 GPa; inlet temperature =70;









Figure 4-10: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =I.96GPa; inlet temperature =70;
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Figure 4-11: Comparison between theoretical and experimenta_ siae
slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45 GPa; inlet temperature =70;









Figure 4-12: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following conditions;
speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.22 GPa; inlet temperature =70;
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Figure 4-13: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =2.53 GPa;
inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k = .5 . The following side
slip was applied; C) =0.0% (curve A predicted), []=.285% (curve B














Figure 4-14: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.90 GPa;
inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=l.0 The _ollowing side
slip was applied; Q =0.0% (curve A predicted) , [] =.142% (curve B










Figure 4-15: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45 GPa;
inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=2.0 . The following side
slip was applied; ®=0.0% (curve A predicted), E]=.207% (curve B
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Figure 4-16: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the
following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.22 GPa;
inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=5.0 The following side
slip was applied; ® =0.0% (curve A predicted) ,5] =.180% (curve B
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Pigure 4-17: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =2.53 GPa; inlet
temperature =70; aspect ratio k= .5 and 6 degrees spin. The
circles represent experimental values.
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Figure 4-18: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.90 GPa; inlet
temperature =70; aspect ratio k=l.0 and 6 degrees spin. The
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Figure 4-19: Comparison between theoretical and experimental siae
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under tne following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45 GPa; inlet
temperature =70; aspect ratio k=2.0 and 6 degrees spin. The






Figure 4-20: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip with spin traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under the following
conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.22 GPa; inlet
temperature =70; aspect ratio k=5.0 and 6 degrees spin. The





Figure 4-21: Comparison between theoretical and experimental side
slip, spin and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TR_C 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =2.53
GPa; inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k = .5 and 6 degrees spin.
The following side slip was applied; ®=0.0% (curve A predicted),





Figure 4-22: Comparison between theoretical and experlmental side
slip, spin and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.90
GPa; inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=l.0 and 6 degrees spin.
The following side slip was applied; @=0.0% (curve A predicted),










Figure 4-23: Comparison between theoretical and experlmenta_ _ide
slip, spin and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 under
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.45
GPa; inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=2.0 and 6 degrees spin.
The following side slip was applied; ®=0.0% (curve A predicted),
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Figure 4-24: Comparison oetween theoretical anQ experimental siae
slip, spin and longitudinal slip traction for SANTO-TRAC 50 unaer
the following conditions; speed =20 m/sec; Hertz pressure =1.22
GPa; inlet temperature =70; aspect ratio k=5.0 and 6 degrees spin.
The following side slip was applied; 0=0.0% (curve A predicted),
_ =.192% (curve B predicted), _ =.720% (curve C predicted), e=2.0%
(curve D predicted).
APPENDIX I
This appendix contains the data for the
traction curves shown in figures 2-4-2-12 on
both the standard parameters and the reduced
parameters based on the elastic/plastic model.
I-i
TRACE NUMBER 79053101
ASPECT RATIO = 5
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = #5
PEAK TRACTION COEF. (-) = .105
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 5000
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1.45
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 32






















ASPECT RATIO = 5
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 23
PEAK TRACTION COEF, (-) = °04
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 1500
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = I
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 69




























































































ASPECT RATIO = 1
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 58
PEAK TRACTION COEF. (-) = .107
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 1400
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1.9
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 29












ASPECT RATIO = i
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 50
PEAK TRACTION COEF, (-) = .077
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 200
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = i
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 69









































































ASPECT RATIO = 1
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 50
PEAK TRACTION COEF, (-) = .I05
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 416
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,9
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 30




JS J5 DV/U FY/FZ DV
.398533131 .292239011 7.104E-04 _0306850962 7o1049-03
,730644075 .520947803 1.3024E-03 _0546995193 ,013024
1.06275502 ,67342033 1.8944E-03 ,0707091346 ,018944
1.39486596 ,787774726 2.4864E-03 ,0827163462 ,024864
2.05908785 ,9!4835165 3o6704E-03 ,0960576923 ,036704
2.72330973 .952953297 4,8544E-03 .I00060096 ,048544
3.71964256 .965659341 6_6304E-03 ,I01394231 ,066304
5.38019728 .978365385 9,5904E-03 ,102728365 _095904
7.04075199 .965659341 ,0125504 ,I01394231 ,!25504
TRACE NUMBER 79113006
ASPECT RATIO = 1
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 55
PEAK TRACTION COEF. (-) = ,097
NORMAL LOAD (R) = 185
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,45
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 70






















































ASPECT RATIO = 5
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = 45
PEAK TRACTION COEF, (-) = ,OY2
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 460
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 70












ASPECT RATIO = 5
TRACTION SLOPE (-) = #5
PEAK TRACTION COEF. (-) = ,I
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 1400
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,45
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 33












































































This appendix contains all the traction data generated
on the two fluids under conditions of side slip and spin.
Both high speed and low speed machine were used. Test
numbers lower than 791103-00 are performed on the high speed
machine while test numbers higher than that are all results
from the low speed machine. The following data sets are

















































































































EAIA }£BIBAN _I I_I_191 CS/CI/EO 09:2_:00
RESLiIS G_ SID_ _LI_ _5ACTICN °I_5_ WIIi_ 5AN_C 50 _LUI3
C._ING AN A_ZCI }A'I/O C_ 5.0 A_E k]_ 0 B_GB_ 5EIN.
I_/s) I c) BBG { - ) S[I_ IG_A) I - )
1 _S C'/2b-02 2lJ. O 22.5 OC.C 5.6 */-1.O 1.22 37.0
2 3St32e-52 bC.O _2.5 OG.O 5.0 ÷/-|.0 1.&_ 32.0
3 ?_C326-02 3C.0 -_.5 OC.C 5.C +/-1.0 1.22 2_.0
4 ?S C')2e-C3 2C.C 5_.C 00.0 5.0 ÷/-I.0 1.22 38.C
5 _9C )z6-Q3 b£.C fit.t OC.G 5.C +/-I.0 1.22 36.5
£ /5t_i£-LJ <_t.L tC.G OO.O t.U _/-1.0 1._ Z#.2
7 _5%bOI-U1 JC.G 33.6 OC.C t.b +/-1.0 1.45 3_.9
E 95[t31-_I ZC.O 3_.U 00.0 E.U +/-I.0 1.45 _7.4
9 /gCb31-G- DC.C :3.% OO.C _.t +/-1.C 1.45 _9.d
IU 75(.t3 I-I,3 2C.G 5 f,;. 0 O(J.U 5.U ¢/-1.0 1.4'- 4d,t"
11 -_96_31-d_ L;C.C 5C.C OU.C 5.C +/-I.0 1.45 _O.U
12 ]SCb_l-Cb 4(,.0 50.0 OL).O b.O _-/- I. O 1.4' ]d.C
13 "79(,5- 1-Lb _C.C _:,.C Ot;.C _..C ,/-I.C 1.4t 37.2
14 "}StbJ 1-CI __t.L C5.C UO.U b.O +/-1.0 1.4'- 44.C
It 99C57_I-L J _t.O ")3._ (_%.C __.C ,i-1.0 1.4t 4G.C
1C 7SL 123-_I _,C.O 2C._ iJb. O _..0 ,I- 1.0 l. OO :_0. I
11 /St 12_z-O2 bt.C 2t.C (;C.% __.C ,/-1.C I.CC 3u,.7
IE )%t 12a-JJ _t.u _0.0 Ou.O 5.O */-1.0 1.CC 2<3.2
I% #gtli_-Oq Z[.C 5C.6 OO.O 1.C +/-1.O l.CC 47.5
2u _5L12_-O!) aC.O 2G._ O0.O __.0 ,/-l.O I.GC 39.4
21 "15C IZ '- Gi, 3L.C 5L.C O0. L r-.C ÷/-I.C l.CC 29.C
22 "/%L l,_O- J2 bL.G V3.C O0.C 2.0 _./- 1.0 1.5L 29.C
23 9_C126-_3 5[.0 -_3.O OO.t, _'.C ,/-1,C 1.t;C 22.2
24 _SL_Z_-OI ..'-C. C 45.0 uO.O 5.U +/-1.0 1.42 _5.O
2t #gL_Z_-J2 b (..(. 40.C OO.C _.C ÷i-I.C 1.45 ,2.5
2£ _Stt2e-O3 _C.G 5t.C O0.t, 2.0 +/-1.0 1.45 38.5
Z7 "i_C) 27- 0,I zC.U )3.t OO.C __.C +l-1.O 1.22 37._
_'_ "_%(,]2"/-(_J DC.O i3.0 00. G t.Li 'I'/-I.0 1._;_' 29. _-
Z_ _5C I_-63 _t.C "_3.C UO.C :_.G ¢/-I.C 1.i2 2{_.2
JL l:t(.e2"_-G1 't.O lC.(w OO.C 5.ti ,/-l.O 1.;_, 4J. t
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N_SUI_S C_ SID_ _LI_ [IBAC'IICN _i_ _llh
5SING _N AS_EL!I }AIiC C_ 5.0 A_[ l]lh 15
(:_/s) I c) DEC I - )
1 7sc_2_-cl zo.o ::;_._. 15.(, _.(
2 _2_-uI _c.o _2. _. 15. o __.o
3 _St]2e-Cl 36,0 32.5 lb. C t.O
q 9%CE>S-01 4C.O _.C It.C _..C
__ ]S[_Zc-Ol _L.C _5.D 15.0 5.U
t _c, lC=S-_J 2(_.0 ::3.0 lb. C S.G
) 9S(,e:,c- J4 :,(.. C &7.C 15. C t.(
_5££25-bb _'C.V :3.L 15. 0 t.O
5 _5££25-0(, _C.L :9.C 15. O '3.C
10 ]%LtZS-L i _L.d 5_.0 15._ 5.0
II _StCi%-t_ :}t.C _-C.C 15, C ": .C
1> 9St6z5-C_ zt.L 30.G 15. G 5,G
13 V9££;:5- IU 5£.C ,!3.5 15.[ __.£
I_ -/Stth5-1] It.C tC.U 13.(, L.G
1 <'J 19Ct25-1g ,,(..C 7C.U 1 _..C -_.(
I{ 3c_L£ZS-1_ 3{.C _/[,. G 15.0 t.b
17 -/5Ct2_;- 14 2{.C -/t.C 15. C _-.t
1_ _SLtZS-IJ 5t.O _-_.d Ib.C 5.0
19 iSCe, S-I(, 4C.£, tS.C 15. C __.L
2_ )5 C'_2 C- (.,_ 2C.0 5G.C lb. C _-.0
:,1 95'_ 72 t:- C_'I, 3[.£ 5C.[, 15.C t.C
22 _c,t )Z #-'_2 Zt.O ?=.(_ 15. C ".O
23 "/5C 12)-J2 b (.. (, "/ ". (_ 15. C __.(,
24 ICt IZ/-U,/ 'Jt.U 73.0 15. C t.O
it _Ct2h-Gb 2t.C tC.O 15.C _ .C
2£ 9c£628-_ -Jt.u _Z.t_ 15. C t.g
21 _Cb_-O) bC.C £C.C 15. C _,.C
25 _9£)18-01 ,'_._ ,,.:'"U 1_. 0 ,_.C
25 "/9C ll_-(Jl tC.C "5.(J 15.C _-.C
3(.; 7%tll_-JJ _t.% -).C 15. G 5.0
11 -,'9C11E-[;4 z(..O i].(. 15. C _-.t
ZZ tSL /I[:-CJ JC.G J_.U Ib.C t.0
J3 19C /lb-(,6 _.t .?._. C 15. C -_.(,
J_ 7% [,'IZ[.- Ub b(.O _t.O 15. C -:.C
J£ "/C[IZt-( _> _(,._J _jC.t) 15. G Ig.tJ
Lll "_%LD2C-% + t_C.C '_t.(] 15.C _..(,
a_ 7%L_-l-U1 zC.O 69.J Ib.C t.(,
3_ 756)2)-01 bL.O t9.£ 15.C _,.C
_O "_SL _2-/- C I :_t.O %7.0 15. u '_._
ql "_SG 591- 91 Zt.% tt .t 11.C t .£
42 ]SCSOI-J| aC.O L C.O lb.G _.b
1-13 )'JLS,) 1-gl 3(,.L tt.O 15.[, t.t








bIEr. [:_55. SLOPE _RACI. LAqdl
_LII_ (G_A) [ - ) CCE]_I. D/_TU1
3AIUI
+I-I .C 1.22 - 0.09_ DALOl
+/-1.O 1.;.2 - 0.064 D_()l
+/- l.(J I. J::, - _J.05 l DAIUI
+/-1.C I.LI5 - 0.052 L;AIO 1
+/- 1.0 1. q __ - b. J t 7 b I"i 01
+l-l.O l.&t - b,OS_ D;_5 Cl
+I-I.C 1.45 - 0.06/ CA':)I
+/-1.0 l.qt - O.Ob4 __?_q,_ 1
+/-l.C 1.45 - ,J. qt:'J i;),i J 1
+/-I.C 1.4t - O. O L:_; JA%ul
+I-I-C 1.q5 - O.05t) I: ;' ,)I
+/-1.0 l.qt - 0.03] DAILI
+I-1.C 1.45 - O.Ob) ;::tz _ 1
+/-l.O l.qt - 0.055 D_iul
+/-I.C 1.45 - 0.,)_ _ 1::',i )I
+i-I.3 l._b - C.dS/ .: ",_ ',J1
+/- 1.C 1.qb - ,J.07 J L;,-_it,,l
*l-1.O I.'_5 - O.d_O i: ,', i ,_ 1
+I-I.C 1.4t - 0.055 hAL )I
* / - 1 • 0 1 " _ 2 J 0 " J _ ] :l; ;_ ± b I
+I-I.C 1.22 - J.051 i'ALu1
+I-1.0 l.i_ - g. OT_ L;,'_J ,,' 1
il-l.C 1.22 - 0.005 ;.41Jl
+l-l.C I._2 - b. t;5_. itS,. ib 1
+/-I.C l.qt - U.Od2 L;i/ul
+/-1.0 I._4_- - 6.055 aA.i.O 1
+I-I.C 1.45 - ().0o5 5AiOl
+/-I.0 I.CC - u.103 _,,'_/ (.1
+/- l.(J I.(_C - 0.971 _A_O1
+/-I.0 I.Ct - G.JCb b,tiOl
• l-l.C I.CC - O.'J J2 D.IU1
+/-1.0 l.tC - O.UC _ _,\'icl
+1- 1.C 1.(:C I J U" :} l'_ I.,'_'1,J1
+/- 1.0 l.bC - C.O:_ ::k'L,.,1
t/-1.6 1.CO - O. Of_3 ;;;:Lvl
+/-1.O l.(_t - C.O_:> i_:,i J1
+l-l.d 1.2Z - 0.002 _ r%'i ") 1
*l-l.O l. CC - O.u_3 Dt_, 1
+/- 1. C 1. (, C - ,J. ,.)t_ .J ,. ,','1 t', 1
+I-1.0 I.uU - G.Ut<_ L,+: '-. b 1
i- 1. C 1. C t - g. d 7 ! ,;.k_ u 1
+I-1.0 I.OL - g. J_;__ g;,._ 1
+i-I.0 l.Oc - 9.0 i,) L ,',111


























[J_II_G AN A_EI:(i }_ii0 C9 5.0 A_I] _]'Iii _C.£ D_GIiEF_
;n/s) i c) G.__G { - ) Sill IG[-A)
I 9S(._iE-_J1 ZC.O 3t.C 30. C ,_.G
2 75C_2_-01 bl.G 35.0 3C.C _,.C
i 75(.]2E-61 dC,U :5.0 30. G 5.G
4 ]bl20_-Jl zG.C _.2.C 3G. (, 5.C
t it,(.202-J2 3(J. (J _._.5 ,_O.O '._.C
£ ]gtit)2-J3 JC.(J "I.(, JC.C [.(,
l 9SCiCI-JI ::_L. G 2_.C 3U.C 5.L
I_ -l%CliI-Gq zl.L "_2.C 30. C "-.C
_5l_/_-(,4 3(,. {; _3.C 3G.C 5.C
10 75C 125-'J q 2(..C bE.(, 30.C t.(,
11 %5L 12b-U:a Jl.U £e.[, 30.(, h.C
IZ "I5 C Izb-6,", Jt.C _I.(. 3O.C t.[
14 _ 5(.]i_:- U! bl.C t2.t .3G.C t.L
It -1%(. I;_U- U2 :_(,. 0 '-3.C JO.C, 5.5
1(: -ict 60 I- :).! ZC.C 4"}.C 3C.C t.t
I# ]51E31-U2 zl.O t(_.C 30.(3 t.t
1B /5CE31- L_'2 5t.t tC.t 3G.C 5.l
15 -15[_31-'J1 [i(..L tC.L JO, L ,_.b
2U ]btb-l-OI 2L.O -t.C 3C.C [.(,
il iSllJl-ll L)(,.C _G.C 30. C t.C
Z2 "15C831-U1 UI.C !C.L 3C.C __.C
_ ") S l _:3 I- _.:_ ,l.O 9C.C 30.0 5.C
2q "Ic_tt31- 05 b[.C IC.(. 30.C t.C
2 _, "}Sl_l-GI dl.C ";C.L 3U.0 5.0
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_£Lt2t-lb 2t.C )L.( 0C.£ _.£ +i-I.£
£LLt/_-L7 ZL.L _L.L OJ.O 2.0 +i-I.0
fftCfiifi-IL 2£.£ 9(.£ O0. G _.C ,/-I.0







_H-cS. SLC_2 LI)ACi. [,_£t
IGFA.) ( - ) C__F_ . IDDI(
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1.4_ 47.7 O.O'J3 5l_.t
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EtCe2_- 13 2L. C 7C.L 06.0 _,.t */-1.0 I. 45
£b(J t Z(_- t ") ,ZL.L ]C.t Ob.L _,.(, +/-I.C l.Ct
__(_(,_;z_;-Ci ,_(,(; C_',L (]h. (; _.0 +/- 1.0 I.CC
















I _SC329-01 bC.6 2E.[ CO.I 1.1 +I-I.C I.l[ 39._
2 "_(_£ "2S- _7 a(_.G 2E.£ OO.O 1.0 4/-1.0 1.4t _8._
3 "_laZg- JJ bl.O _1.C O0. O I.C */-I.0 1.9L _0.I
_5t-_-0% .' (,. C 29.(, OO.O 1.6 4/-1.0 1.5(, _1.1
b "_%(_. 29-0 b J(..5 25.(. CO.C 1.C *I-I.C I._C 3_.U
(: "IS(,311-O/ _t.O 3;.0 03. G 1,(, +/-I.0 1.qt b3. _.
7 7 9(,311-'J.J :_t,. 0 23.(. OG.C I.(. +/-I.C 1.5£ 41.1
l ?£/JII-Uq 2L.C e').O Ou.C I.C ,/-I.0 I._l, bT._
S 9_C311-0_) bt.C £9.(. O0.C I.(. +/-I.£ I.GC 50.5
I_ ]Sl_ll-C_ _C.C £9.C uC.G 1.0 4/-1.0 I.L6 ,3. __
11 7'9t _.11-(, I z(..O £'_.5 OC.C I.C +l-l.C I.q5 O6.U
Iz "#5/Jl 1-t_ bl.g £'i,b 00.[, I.C +/-l.O l._t b3.t
13 ]5C._11-C9 3C.£ ££.% LO.C I.C +/- 1.(_ I._ _9.1
1_ "#5/i:11- Ib 1_C.£ £9.b OJ.C I.C +/-1.0 l. Sb tLi.5
15 EtC£23- Jl /L.C ]£.C CO.C I.C 4/-1.6 I.__ _ ,4_.5
I_ ELLCi3-Jz Z_.t ;l._ Ou.C 1.6 +l-l.O I._ __ _9.5
I I 5CC123-_0 2C.C 7#C.C OC.£ l.l +l-l.C 1.5L 39.c
l_ _Ltt>h-_ I ZC.t -_C.L OO. _ I.C +/-'i.0 1.5_ 5C.2
IS _tCtll-Jj it. [ it.(. CO. % l.C */- l.C 1.5C oZ.q
_G "#hl/7, 1-31 z(.C '-_.O dtJ.b I.C +/-1.6 1.OU bS.t
_I 9_It>l-g2 5/.£ ___.£ OO.C l.l +/-l.C l.C[ _5.6
;,2 ]t 1£;, 1-,.,,:l it.t, kS.c, t_O. C 1.O */- 1.0 1.CO i2. C
23 2tllil-O_ zC.C 51.C OC.C I.C +i-I.C l.qt b9.2
24 _E lli_l-Oo )l.u __q.O OO.O 1.(, _/-I.0 I.q5 b_.C
25 ][_II28-( _ 3t.C __5.C OC.C I.C *I-I.C 1.zi_ b2.,d
2C ]_Ilz1-59 il.O _e.O O0. C I.C +l-l.u l.gb 5_.6
2l ",,t lO;, 1- ]U 5l.C _2.(. Ct_.C 1.C +I-1.C 1.5C )O.u
it "_ _d1 (,,_ 1-O 8 _L.C 52.O uO.C l.C +i- I.(] 1.9U bl.C
25 )alClO-Jl zC.C te.C G(].C l.l +l-l.C I.CC .5 L_. 0
_O ]_It16-d2 o£.C #,6.6 O0. C 1.0 +/-I.G l.O_ _5._
31 /EILI6-JJ 3L.G ££.C CO.C l.C +l-l.C l.CC 39.6
_, "#_111%-01 2£.£ £L.G O0. C l.C 4/-1.0 l.q_ _ 6O.q
Ja 7lil15-02 DL.C (l.C t'J.L I.C ÷i-1.C l.q5 55.5
dq 7_1(]5-03 :Jl.L £{.C UU.6 1.C +/-l.O I._ ol.q
35 7_IU2C-U| 3l.C t_.[ OO.C I.C _l-l.C 1.5C b3.2
_l _llliO-J2 bt.C t%.t O0. C 1.6 +i-I.0 1.5C _.q
3V /tll15-_3 3(..L EE.I Of].(. l.C +/-1.C I.SC %0.c
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The data shown in _ppendix TT_ was
used in the data correlation for purposes of








































SANTO-50 on slope of side slip traces
zero degrees spin.
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APPENDIX III-B
Correlation for
TDF-88 on slope of side slip traces
zero degrees spin.
III-B-I
_h15 CORS_IAIICN, _0_ O_ _C 16 DEGB_S C_




C.4_2E C_ -U.q92E 01 C.e_4_ C1 -0.102E 02
C.2C2E 01 -0.15_E 01 -0.t59_ 40 C.6_SE C0
-0.12q_ G2 0.1C1_ 02 0.157_ 02 C.2_C_ C1







































7911C3-11 C .J -L._:
_51128- I -{..6 -(,.4
751128- 1 -C.I -(,.q
"/9112d- 1 {,.3 -t._
i91123- 1 -O.6 -(,.4
)51123- 1 -C. 1 -L,4
i5112J- ! (,,). _1 -C.q
IS 11!0- 4 .-C,6 C.4
791130- _i -J.1 (.4
3_, 113C - '4 0.3 U._
")9112G- _ -_.(; (,.4
)$112C- "_ .-C;. I (,._
79112U- -/ C.3 _.LI
751 120- _ -C.I G.4
-/91120- _ C.3 (,._
19 1UO_l- 2 1.2 -C.C
79 IC U4- 4 -0.I G.C
"19 IOUq- 4 1.2 (.(
";9 100c1- '4 2.. (; l. (
/:LL_- 25 - I -;J.1 G.q
EC_ 29- 3 -U.I (,.4
-/91004- 1 2.(: C.4
"i91103- 10 -G.O -l,.2
-/911C3-1C -0.I -0. _
"}911C3- 1O (;.3 -0.3
?91103 ° 6 -(,.6 -C.2
/91103- O -0.1 -C._
3S 11L:1- 6 0.3 -C. _
"_11C3- _ -_,.b -U.3
"19 1103- d -C.I -C._:
";91103- d C.3 -C.3
_511C3- I C.3 -C.3
_911CJ- 9 G.J -C.3
991115- _ -_.6 L.4
-/91115- 5 -J.l C.q
")$11 1_- b J.3 C.q
"_ 111b- _ _.J C.q
191115- ) C.3 t._
_.c 1._ -o._c 3_.e 0.c95
o.o I.;, -o._c 34.E c.c,3o
o.u 1.2 o.c2 ,o._ u.o96
C.C I._ 0.C2 39.2 O.O_O
0.0 1._ 0.C2 JS. 1 C.C_4
O.O 1.2 0.02 35.q C.C90
O.O I._ 0.02 37. 2 O.CBJ
O.l I._ G.C_ _-_.S G.CI_
O.C I.:, -0.3C 34,( C,C_5
O.(J 1._ -O._C 33._ 0.C85
O.O I.;, -0.20 _2.fi C. (.79
O.C I._ -C.30 bF_.5 C.Cd3
0.0 1._ -0.3C 51._ C.077
U.O I._ -0.2C 42.(: C.C/I
L).O 1.1 -0.30 bl. I G.C79
U.C 1.,_ -C._9 4a.S G.(; l_
3.C I._ -(;, "-C ,i9.5 C.C69
O.O I.: 9.G2 _.C C .CJG
J.O I._ 0.02 _i2. _, O.C_I
O.C I.; C.C2 _0._ C.C7_J
9.0 1._ -0.2C Jq.) C.Gb9
0.0 1.1, -0.3C q4. 1 0.C39
O.C 1.2 -U.2U 3H.S (;.COu,
O.O I.:, -C. _.C 34.C (.. CS'J
O.G 1.z -0.30 JI_.( C.(,11
O.O 1.2 -0. lq 49.C 0.082
O,C I._ -C.3C 27.C _.04_
0.C I._ -0.3C qE.C O.CgS
0.0 I._, -0,2C 35.5 C. O,_J'3
0.0 I._ -O.=C 30.C G.CTU
0.(. -(.1 -C.30 55.6 C. 100
(J.C -i.1 -0.2, C ql. 1 C.U_
J.C -C. 1 -0.20 3e._ L.CSO
0.0 -G.l 0.C2 cI?.C C. I_J 1
_,.C -(,.I O.C_ 42.1, C.CSJ
L).C -C.l 0.C= qC.S C.C_7
O.b -C. 1 -0.3C 3b.e C.C_11
O.O -O. 1 O.Oz 39. q C.C_
(J.C -C.l -C.2u t;4.,? C,CHq
O.C -(,. 1 -G._C _. 1 C.CJO
O.C -C. 1 -O._C h2.q C.07b
u.O -_;.I -0.2C q3.] _.CTb
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C.4 O.C -C.I 0.£2 55.E C.090 59.293
£.4 0._ -t. 1 0._2 51._ &.C86 52.712
0.4 O.O -0.1 0.C2 51._ C.Q83 46.131
%.4 0.0 -_. I 0.£2 55._ C.09_ 52.712
£.4 O.& -C.1 -0.30 34.4 U.073 51.367
0.4 U.C -C.I 0.C2 _%._ O.C_7 52.712
C.4 0.0 -C. I 0.02 45.6 0.086 52.712
-(_.4 0.0 -G.£ 0.02 47._ 0.I01 5C. 2"_0
-C._ 0._ -_.£ C.£2 39. I £.090 43.285
-C.4 0,0 -r,,_£ C.C2 38.5 6._83 36.301
-0.4 U.0 -0.l: 0.02 3"1.4 C.085 36.(;04
-U.4 O.O -0._ 0.33 45.£ 0.L89 4C. _J41
-£._ 0.0 -£.£ C.33 49.3 0.699 53.281
-£.4 0.0 -£.£ C.33 45.% 0•095 4").111
-C.4 0.0 -G.t 0.33 43. I U.£89 46.9_,I
-L.4 0.0 -_._ 0.02 4"_.S 0.I00 4£.4ti
-£.4 U.O -C._ _.C_ q3,& C.0£2 42.563
-C.4 0.0 -C._ 0.02 31. I C.C8_ 35.t75
-0.4 O.O -C.( U.02 3C.£ %._0 _5.575
-£._ C.C -C.L C._3 42._ C.09] _0.941
-L.4 0.0 -£._ C.23 4_.£ £.I00 53.201
-C.4 0.0 -L.£ 0._3 43._ C.5_5 49.111
-L.4 0.0 -0.[ 0. 3 4C.£ C.C90 _u._l
C._ 0.C -£.E 6.33 52.S C.C96 65•SI_
C.4 O.g -C.( G._:3 bL.£ G.C_3 60.289
£.4 O.O -g.f. C.33 _5._ (..090 54.600
C.4 0.0 -6.% 0.33 51.2 C.091 5_.660
-£.4 0.0 -L.( 0.02 44•t C•OgO _9.451
-L.4 O•C -L.L C.C2 3(. 1 O.OdO 41,.56_
-L.4 0.0 -C.£ O.C_ 25.4 C.6oi 35.675
-L.4 U._ -L.( 0.C2 31.C C.CSZ 35.675
5.4 O.O -C.t U.C_ 55.4 O.C9z 4_.25L
C._ O.C -C.L C.C2 _6.(. O. U'_ 8 C5•$3_
(..4 O.C -£._ 0.C2 5[:.3 6•095 57.11_
L.4 0.0 -C.( 0.C2 51. 1 5.C92 48.290
C.4 0.0 -C.C 0.C2 45.1 0.£83 5_.I14
L.4 O.C -[.£ C._3 53._ 0.094 59.t57
C.4 O.O -C.t 0.33 5£.I C•0_7 59._51
%.4 0.0 -0._ 0.02 4_.5 C,C83 bT. 11,_
G.4 0.0 -C.t 0._3 4C.5 L .L_;3 tS.Cb/
-L.4 0.£ -£.L C.C_ b2.C C.114 48•$74
-C.4 O.C -L.( 0.C2 q3.% L.I05 42. 142
-C.4 O.C -C.(_ -0.3C 35.4 C.C85 45.621
-O._ a.o -C.C -0.30 27.L L.LUO 3E.015
£.4 O.C -C.t C.C2 Ct.5 r£.o9_ c5.$39
£.a O.O -C,( C,t2 5"i. (. r,,.090 57.11;4
6.4 O.O -C.t 0,C2 49._ C,C92 4U•290
-G.3 g.O -G._ 0.33 59._ _ C. 105 __4.43£
-t._. O.C -C.E C.L3 44.(. C. Og;:_ 47• IL)I
-C,- U•O -L,E 0.33 31.t C,C92 35.7ei
-0.3 0.0 -C.E 0.12 (:4.E £.III 51.116
-C.3 0.0 -C._ O. 1:, 4t. 4 C• 102 4_._5f::
-C.1 U•C -C._ C.12 _I•_ 6•u_Z 3L.dTe
-C.c J•C -L.L 0.12 4L.'_ C.Iul 43.332
-L•3 U•C -L.[i 0.23 qJ.2 L;. 09'1 _5.16?
_._ 0.0 -C._ O. 12 _£.E _,.111 ES•iJC
L.4 O.L -L._ C. 11] V3.5 (,. 1)'_ LL•Ju>
C.4 U.L -(.•_: O. 12 hl•_. t.11J _5•61t,
C.3 J.O -£._ O. _- L_.Z r£•59 _ 55•C4J
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SANTO-50 on traction coeffcient
zero degrees spin.
III,C-1
THIS CC_R_IA_ICN, _O_ U_ TG 16 DIGR_I_S O_
_EDC_, IS P_RPORM_B W3_H REsPeCT TO _HE _RAC_ION
CC_PPI¢IIN_.
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7'906 01- I 0._













790126- 2 0. I
990126- 3 0.8
990628- 1 -L.6




























































0.6 6.5 -0.I0 37.0
O.O 0.5 -0.I0 32.0
0.0 0.5 -0.I0 2_.G
O.c 0.5 -0. I0 3_.C
0.0 0.5 -0.10 3_.5
0.0 0.5 -0.10 2:_.2
0.0 O. = 0 07 _, c
O.C G.5 0.07 47._
0.0 0.5 0.07 39.3
O.J 0.5 0.G7 ad.b
0.0 0.5 0.07 _0.0
O.O C.5 0.07 3_. C
0.0 C.5 0.07 ?7.2
0.0 0. __ 0.69 _a._
0.0 O. c 0 07 40.0
O.d 0._ -0.26 49. I
O.O 0.5 -0.26 34.7
0.0 0.5 -0.26 2g._
O.G (,.5 -0.26 a).c
O.G 6.5 -0.26 39. Q
0.0 0.5 -0.26 2'_._
0.0 0.-: -o. __2 _5.6
O.G 0.5 -0.26 _2:.2
0.0 C.5 0.67 ,4b.0
0.0 0-5 0.67 _2.5
0.0 C.__ 0.09 3,9.5
0.6 O.5 -0.10 _7._
0.0 6.5 -0. I0 29.5
0.0 0.5 -0.10 2!_.2
_.0 0.5 -0.I0 0%.9
G.C -3.q 0.07 a7.9
0.0 -6.4 -0.26 51. I
0.0 -0.4 -0.2;_ '*_$.7
0.0 -0._ 0.09 52.
0.0 -6.9 -0.26 3_.6
0.0 -G.7 0.07 a_.4
0.0 -C._ 0._0 _0.!
0.0 -0._ 0._0 _I. 1
(_.C -L.9 3.40 ]u.
O.O -0.9 0.07 _3. 2
0.0 -0.5 0.40 _i._
0.0 -0.9 -0.2_ 5). :





"_,EAC_.. E "_'... P ?Ci N
CCEFP. E2[!)2
0.09_ O.Oql 7.:_
0.079 0.07 J :i. ?
O.Ob5 0.05_ _I.2
0.092 0.091 !._
0.078 O. }76 z.O
0.055 O. :)62 i._
G. 076 0. J7 _ _:.
0.103 O.C)_ -_.::
O. OJO 3.3,35 _:.d
0.100 0.io3 -?.u
0.037 C.090 -/.7
0.075 0.077 -! .;
0.070 0.373 -].s
3.05.7 0.092 -5.u
0.07_ 0.097 -::. ?
O. 055 O. ,)7) _:.-_
0 0._"_ 3 9_ t 1
u. Oa7 O. 0'_3 _.l
0.077 O. )7_5 -.
O.Ob_ 0.003 -[_._
U. Oa 5 O. 0'4% -4.2
0.05_ 0.060 -!', .2
O. 0_0 O. 0_1 -2.,?
0.0)7 0.09_ -0. )
0.086 O.J_5 0.8
C.075 0.077 -2.7
0.077 0. O:_b -11 .0








O. 0r,7 0.09_ -;,72
O. 0 )6 O. 0 _7 - I. 5
G.ld_ O._Oa 0.3
C.091 0.091 0.5
O. 093 J. 0 ), i. ')
O.OC 9 J.u_, ).2
C.)_I O.)_O 2.0
0.0/5 O. 37_3 -3._:
III-C-2
q q /90311- 5 0.8 0,.3 0.(] -0.7 -0.26 q3.5
q5 ./90_.11- ) -0.6 0.3 0.0 -0.7 0.Q7 56.8
146 790311- 8 0.1 0.3 0.0 -0../ 0.07 53.6
[I'; 790311- 9 0.8 0.3 0.0 -0.7 0.07 49.1
4% ")9 09.11- I0 0.1 0.3 0.0 -0.7 0.40 54.9
s49 800(523- 1 -0.6 6.3 0.0 -0.7 0.07 48.5
5C 800623- 2 -0.6 0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.07 49.9
51 800623- 6 -0.6 0.3 0.0 -G.7 O.qO 59.6
5;. _0C623- 9 -0.6 0.3 O.C -6.7 0.40 56.2
53 800626- 3 -(_.6 G.3 Q.O -0.7 0.40 62.4
TEE H_AN CE _IEE ]_OR IE -0.116%
THE S,.AN_rAt_D r_EV!A_!C, £F __EE ]_BBOP IS b. IE6
'lEE _E_N V]:LCCI'[¥ IS; t,4.gCt M/S]_c
_HE MhAN _MI_.._AIUi?,_< IS; 52.4)I EEG._i!_5
I}E M_N E_Zt_ PArAMEtER IS; 0.000
%_E MEAN _SEECT PA_AME%_9 !S: 3.3U0
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_9112_- I -0.6 -C.q
%9112H- I -0.1 -0._
79112_- 1 0.3 -0._
791121_- 1 -0.6 -0.4
991123- I -0.1 -%._
)91123- I C.3 -6._
791130- 4 -0.6 0._
791130- 4 -0.1 0._
)91120- q 0.3 C._
/91120- ) -C.6 C.q
791120- _ -0.1 0.!_
)91120- 7 0. _ 0._
)91120- _ -0.6 C._
791120- _ -0.1 0._
791120- _ 0.3 0. a
)9100_- 2 1.2 -C.1
_9100_I- u -U.I _.C
)9100_- _ 1.2 C.0
79100_- _ 2.6 O.O
£0£5_9- 1 -G.1 C._
500529- 3 -G.I 0.U
791103- 6 -0.6 -0._
791103- 6 -0.! -0._
%91103- e 6.3 -C.U
)91103- b -C.6 -0.3
%91103- 8 -0.1 -0.3
_91103- _ C.] -G._
)91103-! 0.3 -0._
791103- _ 0.3 -0._
991115- 5 -0._ 0.4
791115- 5 -0.I C._
7q1115- 5 0.3 C._
79111_- 5 0._ 0._
?91115- ? L.3 0._
79111b- 8 -0.5 0.4
791115- 8 -0.1 0._
i91115- _ 0.3 G._
800523- I -6.1 L.q
0.0 1.2 -0.31 38.6 0.095
0.0 1-2 -0.31 -_.8 0.040
0.0 1.i 0.00 _0.6 C.0_6
0.0 1 .2 0.00 39.3 C.090
0.0 1._ 0.00 38.1 _.0_J4
0.0 1.2 0.00 39. h 0.090
0.0 1.2 0.00 37.2 0.033
0.0 1.2 0.00 35.9 0.078
0.0 1.2 -0.31 3_.£ 0.095
O.C 1._ -0.31 33.3 0.0;35
0.0 1.2 -0.31 32.,9 0.079
O.C 1-2 -0.31 56.5 0.033
0.0 1.1 -0.31 51._ 0.077
0.0 I._ -0.31 42.6 0.071
0.0 1.2 -0.31 51. I 0.079
0.0 1-2 -0.31 43.9 0.07_
0.0 1.1 -0.31 39.5 0.6o9
0.0 I. 2 O. O0 _7.0 0.08_
0.0 1-2 0.00 _2.2 0.08!
0.0 1._ 0.00 U0.8 0.078
0.0 I._ -0.31 34. _ 0.059
O.O 1.2 -0.31 44.7 0.079
0.0 1-2 -0.31 38.!_ 0.064
0.0 1.2 -0.31 3_.0 C.050
O.C 1-1 -0.31 38.0 0.071
0.0 1.2 -0.16 q9.0 O. 0:32
0.0 -C.1 -0.31 55.6 0.100
0.0 -0.1 -0.31 _1. 1 O.Or_
O.C -6.I -0._1 3_._ C.0_0
O.G -0.1 0.00 47.0 0.101
0.0 -0.1 (J.00 4J.2 0.0_43
0.0 -0.1 0.00 _0.9 0.0_i7
0.0 -0.I -0.3,1 35.£ L.0_I
0.0 -o.i 0.00 3_." 0.C3_
O.C -C.l -0._1 6_.] 0.0_
3.0 -0.I -0.3i _7. 1 0.03o
0.0 -0.I -0.3! ,.13.u, 0.075
0.0 -O.1 -0.31 u3.3 O.07b
J.O -G.1 O.O0 q g.U 0.044
0.0 -C.l 0.00 55.£ 0.0}0
0.0 -0. I 0.00 51.9 0.046
0.0 -0.I U.O0 51.5 0.0;._3




























































































































800526- 2 -0. I 0.4
80 (]526- 6 -0.1 0.4
800526- 7 -0.1 O.q
791119- I -0.6 -6.4
791119- I -0.1 -0._
791119- I 0.3 -O._
791119- 2 0.3 -0.4
991119- 3 £.3 -6.4
791119- 4 -0.6 -0.4
791119- 4 -0.1 -0.4
791119- _ 0.3 -0.4
791120- 1 -0.6 -(].4
791120- I -0.1 -0.4
791120- 1 C.3 -6.4
79 1120- 2 U.3 -_.4
991120- 3 0.3 -0.4
791120- 4 -0.45 -0.4
791120- 4 -0.1 -G.4
79 1120- 4 G.J -C.4
791120- 5 -0.6 0.4
791120- 5 -O.'l 0._
_911z0- 5 L.3 6.4
_q1120- b 0._ (;.4
I'91130- I -0.6 -0._
79%13_- " -O. I -0.#4
?91130- I C.J -G.q
";_1130- 7, 0._ -(;.#4
"7_1130- 3 O. 3 O. q
791130- b -0.6 0.q
_ _1130- 5 -0.1 O.Lt
7 _1130- _ (5.3 (5.4
_0051'_- I -0.1 0.4
80051_,- 2 -0.1 0.4
_0C51_- 3 -0.I C._
80051_- 4 -0.! 0.4
80051_$- 9 -0.1 0._
791113- _ -O.G -0.3
791113- I -O. I -O.3
391113- l 0.;_ -L.3
791113- 2 -0.6 -O.a
791113- 2 -0.1 -0.'4
?_] 1113- 2 6.3 -C.4
991113- 3 -0.1 -0.3
791113- _ 0.3 -0.3
791115- 1 -0.3 0.4
991115- 1 -U.I C._l
?91115- 2 -0.3 C.L8
79111b- _ 0._. 3._
791115- _ -0.o O.q
791115- _i -C.I C.q
?91115- q 0.2 0.4
0.0 -0.1 -0.31 34. q
0.0 -0.1 0.00 47.6
0.0 -0.1 0.00 45.6
0.0 -0.6 0.00 4_.£
0.0 -0.6 0.00 39.1
0.0 -0.6 0.00 38.5
0.0 -0._ 0.00 37.4
O.G -6.6 0._I 45.0
0.0 -0.6 0.31 _9.3
0.0 -0.6 0.31 _b.9
0.0 -0.6 0..9.1 43.1
0.0 -0.6 0.00 4_.c
0.0 -0.6 0.00 43.2
0.0 -0.6 0.00 32. I
0.O -O.6 0.00 3b. 9
0.0 -0.6 0.31 '42:6
0.0 -0.6 0.'I 4_.0
0.0 -0.6 0.31 '43._
0.0 -0.6 0.__I q0.6
0.0 -0.6 0._I 5/.<_
0.0 -0.6 O. ]1 _'C.c
O.C -C.6 0.]1 q5.%
O.O -C.6 0.3! 51.2
0.3 -0.6 0.O0 "_.5
0.0 -0.6 0.00 3t.I
0.0 -C.6 0.00 2_.4
3.0 -c.6 t). Oc) 31.6
0.0 -0.6 O.Ou 55.q
0.,) -0._ O.OO t_.C
0.0 -C.6 0.00 D_.2
O.C -O.e O.OO bl. !
0.0 -0.6 0.60 4b. l
O.O -0.6 0._:1 53._
0.C -0.6 0.31 5_. 1
0.0 -0.6 0.00 L_O. 9
0.0 -0.5 0.3! _.5
0.0 -O.E 0.21 5'3.5
O.C -0.6 0._! 4q.C
0.0 -C._ 0._1 37.0
O.O -0._ 0.10 6;;._
O.J -0.6 0._0 46.4
0.6 -C.£ 0.1o _1.5
0.0 -0.8 0.10 40.7
O.J -0._ O..il L_:.- _-
0.0 -0.£ 0.10 85._
0.(, -C.0 ').I0 73.9
O.O -U.E 0. I0 _!.
0.0 -O.E 0.7,1 63.2
0.0 0 8 0 -'1 _ "
0.0 -6.8 0.31 5"_.-





























O. t)t ;] ;). ,')<_%
O. 0:_3 O.O _I
0.094 (). J _;_
0.0_7 0.0_
0.0_3 0.U_I











0.! 10 3.07 _'
b.!J4 0.10o
0.i01 0.100
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The recently developed Johnson and Tevaarwerk fluid rheology model was used to
investigate the traction behavior for typlcal traction drive contacts. Fluid shear mod-
ulus and limiting fluid shear strength were allowed to vary over the contact area in ac-
cordance with observed traction behavior. The influence of aspect ratio of the contact
and the invariably present spin was investigated. Graphical solutions of the analysis
are pro_qded which allow for the design optimization of traction drives. Comparisons
were made with the commonly used rigid-plastic analysis of Wernitz.
The influence of low spin val_es on traction was found to be negligible; therefore,
the simple slip analysis with the elastic-plastic model is sufficient. At moderate val-
ues of spin the complete spin analysis with the elastic-plastic model is needed to _,dve
accurate traction predictions. At sufficiently high spin the Johnson and Tevaarwerk
model may be simplified to the rigid-plastic model, and the elastic effects in the fluid
may be neglected. Contacts with a low aspect ratio predict a superior performance in
that they show less slip for the same degree of traction. Sideways forces due to the
spin on the contact can be substantial and may reach 75 percent of the transmitted trac-
tion force. Also the effect due to spin is always deleterious to the traction efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Typically the power transmission in continuously variable speed traction drives
occurs in a small, elastically deformed region on the two elements. Due to the roiling
motion and in the presence of a fluid, a thin layer of lubricant is drawn into this contact
area, thus separating the two bodies.
Relative velocities betaveen the two bodies in contact shears the lubricant. Its re-
sistance to shear permits a transmission of force between the two bodies. The amount
of force that can be transmitted for a given amount of slip has been the subject of many
past and present investigations, many of them resulting in fluid models (refs. 1 to 5).
The fluid in the gap is subjected to very high pressure gradients and pressures for
very short times. The common behavior to high pressures is an increase in the vis-
cous shear resistance of the lubricant (refs. 6 and 7), however, due to the extremely
short duration of the pressure, the situation is not at all clearly tmderstood. This is
because there are no simple experiments that wilI directly measure the shear properties
of the lubricants. It is known, however, that there are definite time delays in the re-
sponse of these lubricant properties to sudden pressure changes (ref. 8), and it is
thought that the lubricant behaves in a more elastic fashion at low deformation rates
(ref. 5).
Due to the uncertainties in the shear response of the fluid, the past design tech-
niques for analyzing traction drive contacts were based upon the rigid-plastic concept
as used by Wernitz (ref. 9) and Magi (ref. 10). More recently a refined traction model
was proposed and experimentally validated by Johnson and Tevaarwerk (ref. 5) which
considers the lubricant behavior to be viscoelastic reducing to an elastic-plastic model
at high pressures and shear strains.
The objective of this investigation is to (1) examine the traction behavior of a lub-
ricant for a typical traction drive contact using the Johnson and Tevaarwerk model;
(2) generate design charts for traction drive contacts using this model; (3) make a
comparison between this new model and the Wernitz-Magi approach; and (4) establish




















tlertzian contact ellipse parameters; a is the semiaxis in the rolling di-
rection; b is the semiaxis perpendicular to the rolling direction, m
speed pole location, m
-1
rate of strain tensor, sec
traction force in x- and y-direction, respectively, N
-1dissipative strain rate function, sec
dimensionless strain rate function
elastic shear modulus, N/m 2
average elastic shear modulus over contact area, N/m 2
compliance corrected shear modulus, N/m 2
elastic shear modulus of disk material, N/m 2
film thickness, m
dimensionless slip in rolling direction
dimensionless spin


























dimensionless traction perpendicular to rolling direction
dimensionless spin torque
dimensionless power loss
aspect ratio of Hertzian contact, b/a, dimensionless
initial slope of experimental traction curves, dimensionless
initial slope of traction curve for dry roiling bodies, dimensionless
normal force on contact, N
Hertzian pressure in contact, N/m 2
•maximum Hertzian pressure in contact, N/m 2
spin torque on contact, N-m/tad
aspect ratio dependent constant, dimensionless
velocities in x-direction on upper and lower body, m/see
roiling velocity difference (slip), m/see
velocities in y-direction on upper and lower body, m/see
velocity difference in y-direction, m/see




spin pole offset, m
dimensionless speed pole location
maximum traction coefficient from experimental traction curve,
less
shear stress, N/m 2
reference stress for hyperbolic sinh, N/m 2
limiting shear strength of fluid, N/m 2
average limiting shear strength of fluid over contact area, N/m 2
equivalent strain rate parameter












Typically the power transmission in variable speed traction drives occurs in highly
stressed contact areas that operate in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) re-
gime. The traction characteristics of these drives therefore depend to a large extent
on the fluid and material properties at the EHL conditions that prevail. At these con-
ditions of pressure (-_109 Pa), transit time, (10 -3 sec), and temperature (30 °-* 150 ° C),
Johnson and Tevaarwerk, in reference 5, found that the shear behavior of the lubri-
cant._ cxn mined was best described by the following constitutive equation:










rate of strain tensor
equivalent stress, ._/(rij ' rij)/2
nonlinear viscous function to be specified later
elastic shear modulus of fluid
Equation (1) was formulated by the simple addition of elastic and viscous compli-
ances to account for the total compliance of the fluid film. Its correctness in formula-
tion was extensively tested and verified in reference 11 using a point-contact-type disk
machine that permits the study of traction under both slip, spin, and slip and spin.
To obtain the tractive capacity for a typical traction drive contact, equation (1) has
to be solved as a series of coupled differential equations with the proper use of the
geometric boundary conditions and the applied rate of strain tensor.
A typical Hertzian contact as it occurs in many forms of traction drives is shown
in figure 1 together with the nomenclature that is commonly used. For this simple
geometry equation (1) reduces to the following:
d0-x/G) T x
+-- F(Te) = 2_ x
dt Te




_2 +¢yT e = T x
The system of shear stresses acting on the surface gives rise to tractive forces Fy
and F x-
Figure 2 shows the side view of the contact; the following assumptions have been
made:
(1) Film thickness h is constant over the contact area.
(2) Pressure distribution is Hertzian and the displacement of the effective pressure
center from the contact center is indicated by 5 x.
In most forms of traction drives, not all of the velocities occur at once and in most
cases AV = V = 0 and only slip in the rolling direction and spin are present.
The simplified contact is shown in figure 3 together with the shear strain rate dis-
tribution in the y-direction (fig. 3(b)) and in the x-direction (fig. 3(c)). From this fig-
ure it is clear that
1 +6x)]ey=2 ' h








We may use the following substitutions to nondimensionalize the set of equations (3):
X = x/a. Y = y/b AX = 5/a
Z x = Zx/Y o Zy = ry/'_ o Z e = re/_ o
where ¥o
lows that x = Ut. Now, because U is constant, we obtain
may now be written in a simple nondimensional form as
is some reference stress to be defined later. From the kinematics it fol-
dt = (a/U)dX. Equation (3)
d x(To/G) + Z x F(Ze" ¥'o) a_ a AU y_f_
dX Z e U U
dZy('?o/G ) Zy F(Ze . "to)+ -- a_ a





where Z e= _/ZZx + Z 2 and k = b/a is the aspect ratio of the contact. The botmdaryY
conditions for this set of equations are
ZyZ x= =0 at X=- _ y2 (5)
under the assumption that the shear stresses are zero in the inlet region.
NONLINEAR FUNCTION F(Te)
With the knowledge of the nonlinear function F(Te) , the set of equations (4) may be
solved for the stresses and hence for the traction forces.
Various forms of the function F(re) are possible. In reference 11 it was shown
that a fairty general form of it is given by the hyperbolic sinh, namely,
-rc 1"e








For fluids under high pressure, such asthose that occur in traction drive contacts,
it is acceptable to use the limiting case of equation (6), also known as the limiting
shear stress model. In mathematical form the function may be written as
F(Te) = 0 for T e < T o
and
F(1-e) = 2(TiJ " eij ) for T e = To (7)
T o
where T O is the local limiting shear strength of the fluid.
The model was suggested in reference 1 and has been used extensively in the
analysis of traction drive contacts. The advantage in using this form of the nonlinear
function is that we now only have one disposable parameter. When this form of the
limiting shear stress formulation is used, equations (1) reduce to the well known
Prandtl-Reuss equations for elastic, perfectly plastic material.
Curves B and C in figure 4 (reproduced from ref. 11), compare actual and predicted
traction behavior of a circular contact under combined spin and slip and using the
elastic-plastic form of equation (1). _I1_e two parameters G and To were obtained
from the measured initial slope and peak traction coefficient of the zero spin traction
curve A in figure 4. These were, combined with the kinematic information on the
strain distribution, used to predict the combined spin and slip curves B and C. The
results show that the elastic-plastic form of equation (1) indeed predicts the observed
traction correctly.
VARIATION OF THE FLUID PROPERTIES WITH PRESSURE
In order to solve equations (4) we have to know something about the effect of pres-
sure on the magnitude of both the shear modulus G and the limiting shear stress T o.
A simple approach would be to ignore any variation of the G and To due to pressure
and to set G = G and TO = To where the bar denotes average properties; however, it
was shown in reference 5 that to a fair approximation both G and _'o are linear func-
tions of pressure and, therefore a better description of the two parameters over the
contact area would be to let
= 3 _/I - X 2 y2
TO 2 TO
and
G =_ag _ x2_ y2
2
(8)
This latter type of variation of G and r o does not necessarily give the best predictions
of traction as is shown in figure 5. Here both types of variations of G and r o are
shown. It may be observed that for small values of spin, the traction is predicted bet-
ter by the averaged properties r o and U over the contact area, while at the larger
values of spin the property variation as shown in equation (8) _ves better results.
Also, it should be noted that the small strain results are predominantly elastic and
hence governed by G, while the large strain results are mostly governed by the plastic
properties r o of the liquid. Therefore the following variations of G and r o should be
used if a better fit is wanted:
_ 3 ¢ X 2 "ro-2 Yo i- _ y2
The main reason for the apparent contradiction in the experimental variation of G with
pressure and the variation giving the best fit is thought to be caused by disk compliance
which is discussed in appendix A. When the present analysis is used to predict the per-
formanee of traction drive contacts consisting of the lubricant and the disks, then the
appropriate value of G to use is that for the system, not just the fluid. This system
modulus G can be taken as the shear modulus of the lubricant to _ve nearly correct
predictions.
The shear modulus G and the limiting shear stress go are parameters that are
not readily available but can easily be obtained from experimental traction curves. The
measured initial traction slope m and the peak traction coefficient t, (see fig. 6) from




It is important that these two parameters are obtained under identical operating c.ondi
tions to those prevailing in the traction drive contacts, namely contact pressure.
temperature and area, film thickness and speed. It is possible, however, to use data
that was obtained at the same pressure, temperature and speed but at different contact
area, aspect ratio and film thiclmess through the use of the analysis as outlined in
appendix B.
For ease of notation, various nondimensional groups are introduced now. "I]_e non-
dimensionhi groups are expressed h_ both the fluid properties G and ¥o and the trac-

















Z e = _Z 2 + Z 2x y
and F(Z e) =0 when Z e<3 _/1- X 2- y2
2
or
lF(Ze) - Z_/k - Y Zx + %/r_
when
_ 3 il_ X 2 y2Ze -2
Equation (13) may be solved for Z x and Zy using various values of
AX. In the reported calculations AX has been kept zero.
Jl' J3' k, and
RIG[D- PLASTIC MODEL
A particularly interesting case exists for equation (13) when the shear modulus
goes to irfinity and the constitutive equation reduces to that for a rigid-plastic model.
The equations now represent the von Mises criteria for plastic flow. This model has
been used quite frequently in traction drive analyses for example by Wernitz in refer-
e ncc 9 and more recently by Magi in reference 10. The resulting stress equations for
tills model are
10
z x2 - ve vv )
x 2 q_









The parameter e has a special meaning in traction drive analysis and is often referred
to as the speed pole location. Its meaning is made clear by looking at figure 3(c) where
e is given by e = AU/w. If we now divide this by "4_-b, we obtain e/_ - e =
AU/w-qr_. So the speed pole location parameter e is nothing more than the ratio of
slip to spin in the contact. This speed pole parameter is identical to that used by Magi
in reference 10. From the definition of J1 and J3 we find that e - J1/J3. Strictly
speaking the parameter J1 and J3 should not be used for the rigid-plastic model be-
cause both contain the shear modulus, however, the ratio J1/J3 forms a convenient
independent parameter that is consistent with the work of previous researchers. Equa-
tion (14) then, is a limiting form of equation (13) when the elastic effects are negligible
with J1/J3 as one of the independent parameters.
TRACTION CALCULATIONS
Of real interest in traction drive design are the traction, the slip, and the total
losses in the system. Also of concern is the degree of sophistication that should be used
to obtain correct answers. The level of the analysis is dependent upon where the elastic
properties of the fluid are important and when the plastic properties are more dominant.
These questions may be answered by solving equation (13) for the traction parameters.
In terms of the nondimensional parameters we have for the traction forces
Fx= A/ TxdA=ab'?o A_ ZxdXdY
= 7[ab¥oJ4
where
J4 -=! A/ ZxdX dY = nondimensional traction in the rolling direction
7r





Jr _ _ = _XV = nondimensional.traction perpendicular to the rolling direction.
o 7[ab_-o p N
For the torque on the spinning contact we have
T= A_ (_y" x-T x. y)dA
or
T T




J6 = 7[ _*_ (Zy. X- Z x" V" k)dXdY
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The power dissipated in the contact cannow be calculated in terms of these nondimen-
sional parameters; namely,
J7= J6" J3 +J4" J1
or in terms of real power
J7 = (T. ¢0 + F x • AU)
or
3_. _r_. m (T. w +F x. AU)
J7 - 8U 2 N
(17)
where the terms in parentheses are the individual components of the power loss due to
spin and longitudinal slip.
The important information from the calculations to present are traction J4' J5'
and torque J6 as functions of slip J1 and spin J3" Any other quantity may be calcu-
lated from these five parameters. As an independent variable we may select slip Jl'
based upon the elastic-plastic argument, or the speed pole location J1/J3 as found in
the rigid-plastic analysis. For the traction in the rolling direction J4 it was decided
to present the data using both slip Jt and speed pole locations J1/J3 as the inde-
pendent variable since both types of graphs reveal significant information.
The zero spin traction curves for an elastic-plastic material at various aspect
ratios are shown in figure 7. We observe that at any slip J1 we obtain more traction
J4 with the lower aspect ratio contacts. The explanation of this behavior lies in the
fact that the mean shear strain is directly proportional to the contact dimension in the
X-direction. The lower aspect ratio contacts have their semimajor axis in the running
direction and therefore see a larger mean shear strain and hence the mean shear stress
is larger. The effect shows up in the traction.
It may be expected that, at high local strain rates, the elastic effects are not
significant and that the rigid-plastic model may be used to solve for the tractions. Fig-
ure 8 shows the traction J4 for the rigid-plastic model at various aspect ratios as a
function of the speed pole location. Again lower aspect ratio contacts appear to have a




To observe the effect of spin J3 on the traction J4 for the elastic-plastic ,_odel,
the traction J,1 was calculated with various values of spin J3 present and the results
are shown in figure 9. These results are also presented with the speed pole parameter
as the independent parameter in figure 10. A simple comparison with figures 7 and 8
therefore will show the influence of both elastic effects and spin on the traction J4' In
each case the connected lines represent constant values of spin J3"
Figure 11 shows the resulting side force traction J5 for k = 1 when a contact is
under spin. This force is the result of elastic behavior of the fluid under spin and slip.
At low slip J1 < 1.0, the side force J5 starts at zero for zero spin, reaches a maxi-
mum and then decreases for increasing spin. When more slip J1 is introduced, the
behavior is altered somewhat and the mmx2mum value diminishes. Figure 12 shows the
variation of the maximum value of the side force J5 as a function of the aspect ratio k.
(_nerally when k is small, there are larger side forces. As can be seen from fig-
ure 12 the side force J5 can be an appreciable fraction of the traction J4"
Figl, re 13 shows the values of nondimensional torque J6 as a function of speed pole
locations of J1/J3. Solid lines again indicate constant values of spin J3" The resulting
traction curves of J4 versus slip J1 (fig. 9) or speed pole location J1/J3 (fig. 10)
show that in both cases the traction J4 tends toward a limiting traction curve and
appears to be independent of spin J3" In figure 9 the lower spin value traction curves
are indistinguishable from the zero spin traction curve. This suggests that below a
certain value of spin J3 the resulting value of traction J4 is insensitive to spin and
that the simple elastic-plastic model without spin predicts the correct tractions. From
figure 10 it may be observed that for high values of spin J3 the curves are indistin-
gmshable from the traction curve for a rind-plastic-like material. The suggestion here
is that for values of spin J3 above a certain threshold value the tr:Jction results J4
are in fact independent of any elastic effects in the sheared material. This form of
behavior with spin J3 could have been predicted from the nature of the constitutive
equation (13). For small values of spin J3 the behavior would be almost elastic-like
while for large values of spin J3 the differential equations (13) become singular in
nature. From all of the results in figures 9 and 10 it may be observed that the two
threshold values are dependent on the ellipticity of the contact_ In traction drives we
are generally only interested in the traction range that lies somewhere near 75 percent
of the maximum obtainable traction. For this traction value the various threshold val-
ues of spin J3 as a function of the aspect ratio are shown in figure 14. The three re-
gions of influence are indicated on figure 14. They are
Region I - elastic-plastic analysis without spin is sufficient
Re,on H - elastic-plastic analysis with spin is required
Region IH - rind-plastic analysis with spin is sufficient
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The lines dividing the regions are the values of spin J3 corresponding to a 5 percent
increase in the slip traction level, compared to the master traction curves in figures 7
and 8.
LOSSFACTORS
Losses in the contacts of a traction drive are made up of two components (slip and
spin losses) as was indicated in equation (17):
J7= (J6 x J3 +J4 x J1)
From the calculated results the power loss J7 can be calculated from the individual
components andwe can establish curves of J7 as a function of slip J1 or speedpole
location J1/J3. An example of J7 versus J1 is shownin figure 15 for k = 1.
It is, however, more convenient to define a loss factor LF which has a more di-










_o h \power input]
_ 3,_ _r'_ m / power loss _
8 p \power input]
(18)
The loss factor may be thought of as an equivalent creep in the power transmission di-
rection. It is interesting to note that, when the drive is idling (i. e., no net power out-





or in terms of traction curve parameters
3_ _ m (20)(LF)o = __ __
8 p
and we see that the idling losses are directly related to the traction curve parameters.
Figure 16 shows the calculated loss factor curves as a function of the dimensionless
transmitted traction J4" This way of presenting the data is most useful since most
forms of the traction drives employ a mechanism whereby the ratio of the normal load
to the tractive force transmitted is maintained constant _t values of 60 to 80 percent of
the maximum obtainable traction coefficient. This feature means that these _:pes of
drives operate at essentially a constant value of J4 much of the time, that is, along a
verticat line at a constant value of J4 in figure 16.
From the results in figure 16 it may be observed that the re,on of 60 to 80 percent
of the maximum available traction, or J4 = 0.6 to 0.8, is the most efficient when sub-
stantial spin is present, though this depends somewhat on the aspect ratio k. Also in
this same region it may be observed that the loss factor is not affected by small values
of spin and that it is tile lowest for the contacts of low aspect ratio. The insensitivity
to small values of spin indicates that the losses in the contact are predominantly due to
creep for these small values of spin.
h_ figure 17 the loss factor at traction J4 = 0.75 is plotted against tile spin J3 for
the various aspect ratios considered in this work. From this figure it may be observed
that the imposed spin has little or no influence on the loss factor at low values of spin.
From a practical point of view it can be concluded from figure 17 that a traction
drive may be operated with values of spin J3 up to approximately one x_ithout increasing
the power losses in the contact.
Figure 18 shows the loss factor plotted as a function of J1/J3 at constant values
of spin J3 for k = 1. This figure indicates that the minimum value of the loss factor
occurs at approximately constant values of the speed pole location e or J1/J3 in-
dependent of the amount of spin present. This may be useful information in the desi,,o_
of an_llar contact bearings to minimize their losses.
CONC LUSIONS
The elastic-plastic approximation of the Johnson and Tevaar_verk fluid traction
model was used to analyze the traction behavior of typical traction drive contacts. The
two, required fluid properties, shear modulus and limiting fluid shear strength, were
allowed to wiry over the contact area in accordance x_-ith observed traction behavior.
J 6
This investigation was particularly aimed at the role that both contact configuration and
spin play in longitudinal traction. Graphical solutions of the analysis are provided which
allow for the design optimization of traction drive contacts. Comparisons were made
between the full Johnsonand Tevaarwerk solutions and those which can be arrived at by
using the commonly used rigid-plastic analysis due to Wernitz.
The most important conclusions drawnfrom the analysis are the following:
1. Under conditions of slip and spin several simplifications in the analysis may be
used; they are (a) The influence of low spin values is negligible on the traction. Simple
slip analysis with the elastic-plastic model is sufficient. (b) At moderate values of spin
the complete analysis of spin with the elastic-plastic model is needed to o_-_veaccurate
traction predictions. (c) At high values of spin the elastic effects in the fluid may be
neglected and the simple rigid-plastic analysis due to Wernitz may be used.
2. Traction improves with contacts whose major axis is in the rolling direction.
3. Sideways forces due to the spin on the contact can be a substantial fraction of
the transmitted traction.
4. The effect of spin is always deleterious to traction efficiency.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




CORRECTIONS FOR DISK COMPLIANCE
One of the implicit assumptions made in the present analysis is that the _vo con-
tacting bodies are infinitely stiff in the plane of contact. This is not so in many practical
situations. The effect of disk compliance may be studied by the following very simple
model. Consider the layer of film between the two "contacting" disks. The combin-
ation disk, film, disk form a sandwich of three deformable elements and relative ve-
locities bet_veen the hvo disks is accommodated by shear in all three elements. When
the film is thin and stiff, most of the shear may in fact take place in the disks. This is
certainly the case when the disks roll together without a lubricant. For two bodies that
roll together without a lubricant film it has been shown in references 12 and 13 that the






shear modulus of disk material
constant depending on aspect ratio (given in appendix B).
For an elastic lubricant film of thickness h under shear due to the transmitted traction
force F the creep is given by
film 9_ a
(A2)
where it was assumed that
G=_3 _ _1- X 2- y2
2
(8)
The total creep for the sandwich under the imposed traction
of the disk creep and the film creep, namely,
AU F __q_+___
\ U /total _ab Gs 9_a
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F is given by the sum
(A3)
The parameter q covers file range of q=0.4for k=0.2 to q=0.93 for k= 5
(longitudinal creep only). For commonly used traction drives operating at pressures
above 1.2 gigapascals, h/a -_ 10 .3 and steel is generally employed as the disk material.
When these values are used in equation (A3) together with a fluid shear moduli G of
about 109 pascals, as found experimentally, then it is observed that most of the creep
in the sandwich in the small slip re,on takes place in the disks, not in the fluid film.
Reported shear moduli, as obtained from disk machine experiments have to be corrected
for this effect (see, for example, refs. 5, 11, 14, and 15) for compliance corrected
shear moduli.
If, in the re,on of operation of traction drives, most of the elastic effects are
caused by the disk material, then we are justified in using the shear modulus as a con-




CORRECTIONSFORCONTACT AREA, ASPECT RATIO, AND FILM THICKNESS
Frequently traction data is available for a fluid at the same speed, temperature,
and pressure but not at the same contact area because the roller geometry may have
beendifferent. From the analysis in the text it is clear that roller compliance and
contact area play a significant role in the determination of the traction slope. An exact
a.tJaJ.)/olo JLUJLlAIr L;UL'£_gI, IUII Of. ulese-- terms is not yet possible; however, we can attem
the following simplified procedure.
If we let m' be the slope of the traction curve for dry rolling bodies, then it fol-










wet slope for contact
dry slope for contact
From the main text we have an expression for the apparent modulus equation
(10)
Also from equation (A1), we have for the dry slope that
!
_abG s










where q is aspect ratio dependent.
form by this method
Also equation (10) may be put in a slightly simpler
Po h
= -_m _ (B4)
4 a
If we now assume that the compliance correction according to equation (B1) is good to a
fair degree, then for different measurements at the same pressure, speed, and temper-
ature we might at least expect that the compliance corrected modulus would be the
same; or if the * parameters refer to one set of experiments and the nonsuperscr_pted
parameters to another set, then we may write under the aforementioned assumptions
the following:
Gc = G c
By using equations (B1) and (B4) this becomes
POll(m) -I
_m_ i-
4 a 4 a* Pc -
-1
(BS)




From equation (B3) for the same material and contact pressure we can write m'/m' *
q*/q so that the final form of equation (B6) is
3 Gs \aqh*
{B7)
Equation (B7) now relates the unknown slope m* to the other known parameters.
We do need the parameters q (the Kalker coefficients). These may be obtained
from reference 13, and are plotted for both longitudinal traction measurements qx
and side slip traction measurements qy in figure 19.
Equation {B7) is plotted in figure 20 for a common range of variables.
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Figure 1. - Plan view of typical EHL contact indicating major
variables; x is rolling direction. (The semimajor and minor
axis are calculated from Hertzian theory.)
Po
Figure Z - Sideview of t)pical EHL contact with constant separation
between _,vo contacting bodies. Pressure distribution in contact






(a) Plan view of typicalEHL contact showing inlet regions where
shear stresses are assumed to be zero.
uia - 6x)
h
_li I16vIY "_J(a- _--_)x)
/Ij_/ _-Spin
pole
(b) Assumedshear strain rate distribution in y-direction





(c) Assumedshear strain rate
distribution along y-axis in
rolling direction due to spin
and slip. Note location of
speedpole e -" AU/_.
Figure 3. - Plan view of typical EHLcontactwith its associatedcen:er line strain rate












O A Slip only 0
[] B Slip and positive spin 3.2x10-3
0 C Slip and negative spin -3.2x10"3
Results of theoretical calculation
(datafrom rel__t,__
I £ l I I
10-4 10-3 10-2 I0-I I00
Slideslip/rollratio,AV/U
Figure4. - Testson hydratorquemedium fluidin combinedsideslipand spin. Velocityin
x-directionU • 1.9meterspersecond;maximum Hertzianpressureincontact Po " I.)
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Figure 5. - Influen:e of average and pressure dependent shear properties O and ro on
spin fraction predict on (data from ref. 5). Fluid Turbo 33- velocity in x-direction U - ]. 2









Figure 6. - Typical traction curve showing maximum traction
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Slip in x-direction, J1
Figure 7. - Traction J4 versus slip .I1 for various aspect ratios.
Elastic-plastic theory is used. Dim_.nsionless spin J3 = 0;, dimen-
sionless spin pole offset Ax = (1
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Figure 12. - Variation of maximum side force (J5) with aspectratio for




























• Several symbols in
one location
Speed pole, JllJ3
(a) Aspect ratio of Hertzian contact k • L 0(1
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(b) Aspectratioof Hertzian contact k - 4. 00.
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(c) Aspect ratio of Hertzian contact k = 8.00.

































I/" Region II - Elastic-plasticwith spin
m
o
.---'""_ _.i Regon I - Elastlc-plashcwith no effect of spin
------5 Percent increase in JI at J4 " 0.75 comparedto zero spin
traction curves basedon elastic-plastic a_n_J_isin fig. 7
.... .5 Percent increase in e at J4 " 0.7.5 comparedto rigid-plastic
traction curves in fig. 8
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Slipin x-direction, Jl.
Figure iS. - Variation of J1 • d4 x Jt +J6 x J3) with slip J] for aspectratio of Hertzian
























































(a) Aspect ratio of Hartzian contact k - 1.CX3.
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Traction in x-direction, J4
(b) Aspectratio of Hertzian contact k = 4, 0(1
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Figure 16. - Concluded.
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Figure 18.- Lossfactor asfunction of E speedpole location
for at various values of spin .I3 for aspect ratio of Hertzian
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The influence of fluid Rheology on the
performance of Traction Drives











The performance of traction drives depends to a large extent on the rheolo_ical properties
of the fluid in the EHL contact. Through the use c,f the recently prop(Jsed J + T constitu-
tive equation, the influence of elastic effects in the fluids is examined. The results were
compared with those obtained from conventional analysis. [t is shown that es_entiall_
three regions of influence exist. For small values of spin and .side slip the elastic ,ffecrs
in the fluid dominate and no consideration of the spin and side slip is required. At higher
values of spin and side slip the elastic effect still exists but slip is influenced by the .spin
and slide slip. At still higher ualues of side slip and .spin, the elastic effects in the fluid
may be neglected. The uarious boundaries of the regiuns of influence depend on thc a.,'p_ct
ratio of the contact.
1 Introduction
Continuously variable traction drives employing metal surfaces in
rolling line or point contact require a lubricating fluid for satisfactory
operation. Traction is transmitted between the rolling surfaces
thrm_gh an EHD fluid film. The performance of the drive therefore
depends to a large extent on the rheulogical properties of the fluid in
the EHD contact.
Conventional analysis ignores the rheology of the film and assumes
that traction is related to slip in the "contact" area by the Coulomb
law of friction where the local shear stress is proportional to the local
pressure and ac_s in the direction opposite to the local slip. See for
example Wernitz [t] and more recently Magi [2]. However, recent
research into the shear behavior of EHD lubricant films makes it
possible to examine the role of the fluid rheology in a rolling contact
drive in a more fundamental way and perhaps shed some light on the
fluid parameters which control the performance.
2 Rheology of Lubricants
Typically the contact area in a traction drive is an ellipse of about
1. mm 2. The fluid passes through the zone in about I. msec during
which it is subjected simultaneously to a pressure pulse of order 1.0
GPa and to a shear pulse arising from relative velocities between the
two "contact" surfaces of the roiling elements. The way in which the
fluid responds to these severe and highly transient conditions is not
fuUy understood, but a fairly coherent picture is now emerging. The
viscosity of lubricating fluids increases approximately exponentially
with pressure so that in the contact of a traction drive the viscosity
Contributed by the Lubrication Division and presented at the ASME-ASLE
Joint Lubrication Conference, Minneapolis, Minn., October 24-26, 1978, of THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by
the Lubrication Division, March 8, t978, revised manuscript received June 8,
t978. Paper No. 78-Lub-t0.
of the fluid is increased by many orders ,ff magnitude. At these high
viscosities the fluid responds to the transient shear in r.he manner (_f
a viscoelastic solid. The shear modulus G of such materials is of ,*rder
1.0 GPa. The relaxation time of a viscoelastic material is given by the
ratio of the viscosity to the shear modulus. When the viscosity exceeds
1..0 MPas the relaxation time exceeds the mean time ¢)f passage ,d fluid
through the contact. At these conditions the lubricant behaves in
a solid like manner. Some doubt has been expressed whether the
viscosity reaches its equilibrium value given by the exponential re-
Lationship in the short times for which the pressure is applied, see fvr
example Fein [3] and more recently Harrison and Trachman [41. No
doubt there is some compressionai delay in the contact but whether
the actual viscosity is one or two orders below that predicted from the
Barus equations does not matter, provided it is well above that re-
quired for elastic like behavior. There is substantial evidence by
Johnson and Roberts [5], Hirst and Moore [6], and J()hnson and Te-
vaarwerk [7] that the pressures and short transit times in an EHL
contact are sufficient to bring about the viscoelastic response from
the fluid in the contact region:
A further feature of the fluid behavior is al[ important: at suffi-
ciently high shear s_resses there i_ a marked mmlinear decrease in
shear stress with shear rate. The onset o( aonUnearity in highly h,_ded
contacts led Clark, et al. [8] and later Smith [9] to speculate _ hetb._r
the fluid was yielding like a plastic solid.
The simplest constitutive equation for a tluid film in simple .shear
which includes both viscoelasticity and mmiinear stress strain be-
havior is obtained by adding a nonlinear viscues element to a linear
elastic element as suggested by .Johnson and Tevaarwerk [71 viz,
½eiastic + _,viscous = _ t,,tal
ldr
--_ + F(r) = ;¢ (t)
G dt
where
G = elastic shear modulus
r = shear stress
F(r) = relationship between viscous shear rate and shear stress.
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the elastic/plastic J+T model may be used with parameters derived
by the new methods of Bair and Winer. This now provides a real tool
to the Traction Drive designer because a closed form solution of the
elastic/plastic J+T model for the traction is known for all aspect ratios
(see for example Tevaarwerk 1976, Tevaarwerk 1978, and Paper
TS-Lub-10 at the 1978 Lubrication Conference}.
The remaining problem is now one of explaining what causes the
difference between EHL shear moduli and limiting strength and those
observed by the authors. For example for the best fit.of the J+T
elastic/plastic model (see the authors' Fig. 14) J+T obtain _ = .10
GPa; _L _ .80 GPa while at the same conditions the above authors
obtain _' = .15 GPa: _L = 0.092 GPa. Some of the differences may in
fact be due to compressional heating effects, as hinted at in the paper,
and also compliance enters into the picture. The other problem may
be one of time delay effects.
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C. W. Allen 3
The authors have extended their previous work on traction in
the elastohydrodynamic region in an attempt to relate the traction
coefficient to primary fluid data.
In reviewing the paper, however, it appears that the primary
measurements are not easily obtained but require the apparatus and
procedures outlined in the companion paper, ASME Paper No. 78-
Lub-8. In many cases the traction data may be more easily obtained
directly than by first measuring the primary data.
The equivalent viscosity versus pressure curve (Fig. 8) is somewhat
similar in form to that presented by the discusser and his colleagues
in reference [25]. In our model, however, the secondary part of the
curve continues to increase with pressure. The authors show this
secondary portion of the curve as being almost flat. Using the authors'
Fig. 8 would probably result in a traction coefficient which would
decrease with pressure at high pressures. This does not agree with
much of the published dam, for example, that given by Trachman and
Cheng (reference [26]).
It would have been helpful if the authors would have published
comparisons of their model with some of the experimental results
mentioned in references [1, 13, 16, 17, ].8, and 19]. The one comparison
that is given {Fig. 14) shows fair agreement throughout the range of
experimental values, but the experimental values continue to increase
a California State University, Chico, Calif. 95929.
at the high slide/roll ratios whereas the authors' isothermal values
remain constant above a slide/roll ratio of 5 × 10 -:_. Presumably at
the higher slide roll ratios, the heat generation would increase and
result in higher temperature, therefore the authors" values corrected
for temperature would appear to actually decrease.
It is hoped that the authors will extend this work. particularly in
the area of obtaining primary data for a large number of lubricants
and hence use these data to compare their model with the many
traction experiments already published.
Additional References
25 Allen, C. W., Townsend, D. P., and Zaret_ky, E. V.. "New Generalized
Rheological Model for Lubrication of a Ball Spinning in a Nonconforming
Groove," NASA, TN D-7280, 1973.
26 Trachman, E. G., and Cheng, H. S., "The Rheological Effects on Friction
in Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication," NASA, CR 2206, Mar. 1973.
Authors' Closure
The authors appreciate the discussions of Professors Tevaarwerk
and Allen and believe that they contribute to the content _f the
paper.
We believe the difference in the G, values between those measured
in EHD experiments such as Tevaarwerk's and, on the other hand,
those measured ultrasonically or by our techniques is mainly due to
the extreme difficulty in evaluating and interpreting the results from
the EHD experiments. It is well known that very small alignment
difficulties, knowledge of film thickness, careful traction and speed
measurements and adequate accounting for disk elastic cumpliance
all contribute to the difficulty of inferring shear moduli from EHD
measurements. I think these experimental difficulties are at :he root
of the difference in shear modulus values reported.
With respect to Professor Allen's comments, we have performed
both traction and limiting shear stress measurements and have found
the limiting shear stress to be much easier to determine. The mea-
surement of primary material properties is not only desirable from
the point of view of being able to generalize results, but aL-o fr,_m the
fact that very small samples are required. We believe that Professor
Allen may have misinterpreted Figure 8. The ordinate is a log scale,
and the effective viscosity nearly proportional to pressure for a gi-en
shear rate. Because of the log scale of the ordinate the small variation
of effective viscosity with pressure is difficult to see. Since the ;-re-
sentation we have measured the limiting shear stress for three _f _he
Johnson and Tevaarwerk fluids on samples received from them.
These measurements have indicated that the prediczed maximum
traction value is closer than that shown in this paper and m_ iUusicm
to temperature is necessary. The limiting shear stress measurements
on these fluids also very correctly ranks the fluids wi:h respect :,_
maximum traction coefficient.
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Equation {I) is for dimple unidirectional shear and a more general
form in tensor form was presented by Johnson and Tevaarwerk [7]
as
1 dr U
+ _2ZF(re) = _ij (2)
G dt re
where
r_ = '*"1/2 (rij • rii)
The term r0/r e is the application of the normality rule from plasticity
theory for the partitioning of the resulting viscous shear strain in the
ij directions. The viscous function F(re) can be any function which
is consistent with experiment but Johnson and Tevaarwerk [7] have
found that a good fit with a wide range of lubricating fluids was ob-
tained with
F(re) = _°sinh (re to) (3)
where
is the viscosity at small shear stress
r,) is a representative stress at which nonlinear behavior becomes
significant.
Equatitms t2) and i3) may now be combined to give an equation for
the shear behavior of a fluid in an EHL contact. Fur a contact
subjected to a simple linear velocity difference in the rolling direction
_slipl the shear strain is given by
AU
_ = -- (4)
h
where h is the film thickness separating the two surfaces. A suitable
me:_sure _)t' time in such a contact is given by
Xa
t = -- i5)
U
a = contact dimension in rolling direction
{_"= rolling velocity
X = x,'a nondimensional coordinate in the rolling direction.
Combining this information gives the following equation for simple
slip
Ga G _U a
dX nU ro h U
This equation can be solved for the shear stress r_ and this in turn
may be integrated over the contact area to give the resulting traction
as a function uf the applied shear rate and a simple n,mdimensionat
parameter rfl_'/Ga known as the Deborah number D. The Deborah
number is the ratio of the relaxation time of the fluid _/G to the mean
transit time of the fluid through the contact a/U Nondimensional
traction curves for a number of Deborah numbers are shown in Fig.
1 taken from Tevaarwerk [10]. These curves were obtained for an
aspect ratio k = b/a ; 1 and under the assumption that the fluid
properties 7, G, and r0 were constant over the contact area.
There are several regions on this dimensionless traction chart that
deserve attention. For low Deborah numbers the elastic effects in the
fluid are negligible and the tractmn curve follows the viscous sinh law.
First at low slip there is a linear newtonian increase in traction with
slip giving way to more and more nonlinear behavior at higher values
of slip.
For medium to large Deborah numbers the traction curves have a
common linear elastic region in the small slip region giving way to the
nonlinear viscous response according to the sinh law.
For large Deborah numbers the small slip behavior is still linear
elastic but the nonlinear tracti,m becomes less and less dependent
upon the slip in an e[astic-pastic like manner. Experimental evMen,:e
in support of this model for the fluid behavior under EHL conditions
is included in Fig. I. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
3 Simplification in the Rheological Model for
Purposes of Traction Drive Analysis
One of the selection criteria fur a traction drive designers is the
maximum obtainable traction coefficient for a given fluid. High values
Nomenclature
a,b = Hertzian contact dimensions ta is in
the x direction), m
A = Hertzian contact area (,Tab), m 2
D = Deborah number trfl..;/Ga)
E = composite elastic modulus of the contact
system, N-m -2
F = dissipative strain rate function, s -t
Fx. Fy = traction force in the x and y direc-
tion, N
C = local elastic shear modulus of the fluid,
N.m-2
= avera,:e elastic shear modulus of the fluid
over the contact area, N.m -2
g(, .g.( = Johnson viscosity and elasticity
parameters
h = mean separatism of the contact planes,
m
-Jr = dimensionless hmgitudinal slip
(_,v 7[_._xL'/L,h.UI
•]a = dimensionless side slip /_v'_-
.X V.,%h. U
.J3 = dimensionless spin on the contact (_-
ab,_/-i,:h.U)
.J_ = dimensionless traction in x direction
I F_/rabT,. )
J_ = dimensionless traction in y direction
tF_/,rabT_ )
-J6 = dimensionless torque on the contact
t TIrcabT¢'. ab)
J7 = dimensionless losses (Jr x J_ + J., x Js
+ Ja x ds) _-_.[F_.AL" + Fy.AV +
T.wl/;¢ '-v_.hU_
k = aspect ratio (b/aI
LF = loss factor (JT/'J4 '-'¢ -- "= L, vab.[AL.Fx +
,o.T+ Fr__VI/h_eUF_I
m = initial slope of the experimental traction
curves
N = normal load on the contact, N
R = effective radius of the roller system, m
S = dimensionless slip parameter
t = time, s
T = spin torque on rhe contact, N..m
T, = rolling torque, N.m
U'_,L '- = velocity in the x direction on the
upper(+) and lowert-I body, re.s-='
AU = velocity difference in x directmn _U ÷
- U-I, m.s -2
U " ' -_= rolling velocity, m-s -
V +. V- = velocity in the y direction, m-s -2
AV -- velocity difference in y direction { V ÷
- V-). m-s -2
x, y. z = Cartesian coordinates, m
X, Y, Z = dimensionless Cartesian coordi-
nates
_/ = local shear strain rate, s -t
_/,j = local shear _train rate tensor, s -_
Yx. "r_ = !oca_ shear strain rate in _he x and 2,
direction, s -1
_,e = local equivalent shear strain rate
t x./ _iO"_, U/2), s -I
= speedpole location t_ = .Jt'.J:l =
_ L'/,o,, abl
r_ = local fluid viscosity. N.sm -2
r = h)cal shear stress, N.m -2
rij = local shear stress tensor, N-m -
r_ = l,_cal equivalent shear stress,
(v-,-,;.r:/2/ , N.m -2
r0 = local representative shear stress,
N-m -_
re = local critical plastic shear stre._s
N • [rl -
7c = average critical plastic _hear stre_.s _,ver
the cl_ntact. X.m--'
r_. G = local shear stress in the x and y di-
rection. N.m--'
,/_. ¢ = dimensi.niess tracti.n function
Terminology
speedpole = location where the EHI, contact
is in pure roiling
spinpole = point about which the spin takes
place
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Fig. 1 Theoretical nondimen_onal traction curves for varying Deborah
m_mbets D( = _/UI Ga). Experimental results at P = .87 GPa and 0 = 35 C E],
5P4E; O, LVI 260; V, Vii 79; X, TurbO 33; and ®, Turbo 33 at .47 GPa. Figure
taken from Johnson and Tevaarwerk [7].
of the traction coefficient mean that lower contact stresses can be used
or a reduced physical size of the traction drive for a given output.
When typical traction curves are examined, it is found that those
fluids which have high traction coefficients also have a rather low
shear rate dependence in the nonlinear region. This suggests that an
elastic/plastic type model may be sufficient for an overall analysis of
traction drive performance.
The nonlinear func_,ion P(re ) in equation _,2) may be selected such
that this equation represents elastic/plastic behavior of the fluid film.
It should have the following form.
F(re) = 0 for re < re
F(re) = (rij" ½ij)/re for r e = r c (7)
Where r,: now is the limiting shear strength of the fluid. When
equation (2) is used with equation (7) it becomes the well known
Prandtl-Reuss equation for elastic/perfectly plastic flow as used in
plasticity theory. This relationship was used by Tevaarwerk [10] to
correctly predict the traction behavior of a circular contact under
combined slip and spin. A similar type of model was used by Lingard
[11], and more recently by Gaggermeier [12], however their model uses
a viscous element instead of an elastic element. This is counter to the
notion here that plastic like behavior only takes place at high Deborah
numbers i.e. when the small strain results are elastic, not ciscous.
A further simplification in the suggested constitutive equation is
possible when the elastic shear strain rate forms a very small part of
the total shear strain rate in the contact. This would be the case when
large total shear strain rates exist nearly everywhere such as in con-
tacts under severe conditions of spin or slip. The elastic shear strain
rate component in equation (2) may now be neglected and this
equation for a perfectly plastic dissipative function F(re) reduces to
the following:
where
rii = r¢ 5#/%
This type of model was used by Wernitz [_.l and more recently by Magi
[2] and it is an expression for the Coulomb law of friction,
This type of model may be referred to as a rigid/plastic model in
that an infinite shear modulus G used in equation (2) together with
equation (7) would produce the same result.
//__
kZ
_/ • aZ bz
, _ X




Fig. 2(b) Top view of the idealized EHL contact showing the various velocities
as occurring in traction drives
4 Kinematics of Traction Drives
Fig. 2 shows a typical "contact" area similar to those occurring in
traction drives. The combined rolling action _L"+ + U-) of the two
"contacting" disk draws fluid into the contact zone and a thin layer
of fluid is established between the two rolling element and by virtue
of the relative velocity between the surfaces of the rollers, shear fc, rces
are transmitted through the film. The pressure in the small "contact"
area is several orders of magnitude above ambient which strongly
influences the rheological properties of the tquid.
Shear forces are transmitted thruugh the film by virtue of a small
relative velocity between the rolling surfaces. Relative velocity can
arise in three different ways (see Fig. 2_b_}:
/i) .XU = slip = U + - U- = relative velocity in the rolling direction
known as slip _occurs whenever any power is transmitted in a traction
drive).
(ii) .3V = side slip = V + - V- = relative velocity perpendicuiar to
the rolling direction known as side slip (occurs in traction drives due
to misalignments in shafts and when changing ratios. It may also be
inherent in some designs).
(iii) ,o = spin = relative angular velocity normal to the "contact"
area known as spin _ is the by-product of the kinematics ,ff variaNe
speed traction drives).
The velocity differences -_U and 2V are constant over the ,:,_ntact
area. The spin takes place about a line joining the centers _t the
contacting disk. This line is referred to as the spin pc, le. ,N,_te that
this is different from the spin pule and speed pole ct)ncept of Wernitz
[1}.) This spin pole is chosen deliberately nut to coincide with the
center of the "contact" area.
It is usual to assume that the size and elliptical plane t'_rm of the
film and the pressure in the film are given by the Hertz theory of dry
contact. The thickness of the film h is taken to be uniform and com-
pliance of rollers themselves in the tangential direction is neglected.
In reality these conditions are only approximately met. The pressure
distribution rises more gently at entry and falls more steeply at exit
than the Hertz distribution so that the center of pressure is displaced
towards the leading edge by a distance 6. which depends upon the
conditions of speed and viscosity of the fluid. Johnson [13t suggested
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that the pressure distribution was controlled principally by the
nondimensional parameter iNVnaUaERSW 3 and recent detailed
calculations by Hamrock [14] lead to the expression
_/a = 4.25(g() 022 (g3,)- as k.91 (9)
This forward displacement of the center of pressure accounts for the
hydrodynamic resistance to pure roiling (the so-called rolling trac-
tion). The roiling torque T, is given by;
T,=_×N
where N is the total normal load on the contact. The effect only be-
comes significant at high speed.
We shall take account of the non-Hertzian pressure distribution,
to a first approximation, by assuming that it remains Hertzian in
shape acting on the "dry" elliptical area, but that the center of that
area is shifted forward relative to the line of centers of the rollers by
a displacement 3 given by equation !9).
Optical interferometry has revealed that the film is thinner at the
edges and the rear of the contact area than in the center, but the
variation is not very great and will be ignored.






.5 Application of Constitutive Law to a General
Contact
For a general traction drive contact under shear the constitutive
equation t2) reduces to the following two coupled differential equa-
tions.
U dr_ + rx F(re) AU - ,sy
Ga dX re h
U dry rv ',V+ _x - 5)
" +_F(%) =
Ga dX r_ h
re = V_ (11)
where dt has been replaced with a/UdX.
The boundary conditions to the above equations are
r_ = ry=0 when X =-VI- Y_ (12)
The subscripts x and y indicate the coordinate directions of the
contact. For the etastic/per[ectly plastic model the viscous functions
F( r, ) is given by,
F(r,)=O when r, < rc
and
[ 'AU-'°Yl 'AV+_'x-')lJ//rcFIr_) = r_ [ h l " t h ,_',. + r,,
when ,-_ = r_ (13)
While for a rigid perfectly plastic model the stresses are given by;
r_ = r,:l "U - ,_yl/4_
r:, = T,.I',V + _o(x - oH/* (14)
where
= V'(AU - wy) 2 + (AV + w(x - 5)) 2
With the knowledge of the velocity differences over the contact area,
the variation of G and r_, over the contact area, and the initial
boundary conditions, equation ( 1 l) or (14) may be solved for the shear
stress distribution over the contact area. From these shear stresses
one may obtain the traction in the rolling direction;
F_ = f a r_dA, the traction perpendicular (15)
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Fig. 3 General features of a traction curve obtained al moderate to high
presSUres
to the rolling direction;
F>, : _..a %dA. and the resulting torque ,161
normal to the contact area;
T : fa fry" x - r_ .yld,4 tiT)
6 Variation of the Fluid Properties Over the Contact
Area
As indicated in the previous section, the variation of the shear
m(xtulus G and the limiting shear stress rc over the contact area need
to be known before a solution to equation (l 1) or (14) is possible. The
simplest would be to assume that G and rc are both constant over :he
contact area, however, experimental evidence t./ohnson and Te-
vaarwerk [71) indicates that both G and r_ are approximately in direct
proportion to the pressure.
A further complication arises in the specification of elastic modulus
to use in equation (11). In the region of small slip where the elasticity
of the fluid is significant, it is not adequate to ignore the elasticity of
the rollers. An approach to separating the elastic compliance of the
film from that of the rollers is discussed in some detail by Johnson and
Roberts [5]. For practical purposes, however, a simple approach is
suggested.
At present reliable independent measurements of the shear mod-
ulus of traction fluids is not available, so that useful practical data
have to be obtained from rolling contact experiments. This being so,
the procedure is greatly simplified if a mean effective modulus _ is
used which combines the elasticity of the rollers with that of the film
As far as the tangential compliance of the rollers is concerned this
procedure implies that the roller surfaces deform tangentially like a
simple elastic (Winkler} foundation, which Kalker [151 has shown to
give reasonable results. The compliance of the rollers l i.e. the stiffness
of the foundation) will be uniform throughout the "contact" area,
while the compliance of the film varies with pressure. However, since
the compliance of the rollers tends to outweigh that of the film under
traction drive condition, it is go,)d enough to take the effective m.d-
ulus to be constant throughout the film. Its value may be found re.st
conveniently from the iinear slope of a simple traction slip :e_ as
shown in Fig. 2 and given by:
= 3rn,Vh/a'-b {181
8
In the case of the critical stress r_ i! is preferable t,) assume that it is
everywhere proportional to the c.ntact pressure, i.e.
9
re = 37,- v'l - X _ - y'2 419)
The value of the 7c. is found from the maximum traction coefficient
in a traction-slip experiment tFig. :I_ given by:
7_ = uN/,'rab (20)
[n order to obtain reliable values of _ and _ in this way, it is necessary
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to carry out the traction test at the same conditions of speed, pressure
and temperature as obtained in the actual drive.
6 Dimensionless Traction Parameters
With the use of the average limiting shear stress 7c and the average
shear modulus i_ over the "'contact" area, the following dimensionless
parameters are arrived at.
_v_'g ._U
J1 --- = dimensionless slip
7oh U
Jo -= = dimensionless side-slip
7ch U
d3 - = dimensionless spin
7¢h U
Fx









= dimensionless torque normal to the contact area
J7 e (Jl • J4 + J.2- Js + J.3- Js) Total dimensionless losses.
g
- :r.ic2v,..d.._h U IFx • _U + Fy. ,.XV + T'_I (21)
7 Computed Traction Results
With the knowledge or' the variation of _ and rc over the contact
area, equations (11) may be integrated to ,'ind rx and ry throughout
the contact and hence the resultant traction forces F:, F._, and mo-
ment T. Although for a number of special cases analytical solutions
exist, the general situation of combined slip, side slip and spin was
solved using digital techniques.
7.1 Traction Due to Slip. For simple slip J_ on the contact of as-
pect ratio k the resulting traction J4 is as follows
1 [,. [1 - S_-_ 2s lJ_ = - _ sin-t + (99)
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Fig. 4(a) Dimensionless traction curves for simple slip o_rdyat varying_aspect
ratios. These curves may be collapsed into one by dividln 9 J: by x k. The




The resulting J4 as a function of Jr and k is shown in Fig. 4(a ). It may
be observed from Fig. 4(a) that contacts of low aspect ratios have a
superior performance in terms of traction at a given slip value. This _ 6
is not a surprising result when it is remembered that the traction is _-
¢9
strongly governed by the tota_ strain in the contact. The average strain <
level in the contact is directly proportional to the applied slip and the _ 5
contact length in the running direction. Low aspect ratio contacts
therefore have a higher average strain level at identical slip values and -_ a
hence show a higher traction. Whether this is so in practice needs to
be investigated especially since compliance effects enter into the
picture. The spin pole offset has no effect on -1_ under conditions of .3
slip only.
7.2 Influence of Spin on Traction. For the combined action of
slip and spin the resulting shear stresses are given by equation (11) Z
by letting ..kV = 0. The integration of the shear stresses produces the
traction. No analytical solution is known to exist and the integrations I
were performed on a digital computer. The resulting traction curves
are shown in Fig. 5 for an aspect ratio of k = 1.0. The influence of spin
is to increase the slip, though this appears to be so only above a certain 0
threshold value of spin. When the spin is sufficiently high it is ex-
pected that elastic strain may be neglected and the rigid/plastic model
may be used.
The resulting traction due to the shear of a rigid/plastic like ma-
I0 LO _CO
E (SPEED POLE LOCATION)
FkJ. 4(b) DimensiOnless traction curves as a function O# the _peed pole lo-
cation (d=/dt) and at varying aspect ratios. The rtgtd/plastlc model w as used
here.
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Fig. 5 Dimensionless traction curves for combined spin and slip fo¢ a contact
with an aspect ratio of k = 1 and based oct the elastic/plastic model. Spin J_
= [], 0.0; O. ,04; _, ,1; +, .18; X, .3; 0, .47; _, ,70; "_', 1.03; Z, 1.50; Y, 2.16;
=, 3.10; _, 4.43; _', 6.30; l, 8.95; _Y, 12.1; -, 18.0; ±. 25,5;], 36.1; >_,
51.1.
JZ = O >,8
o } _ I
l _o _o,o _oo.o
(dl) SLIP IN X DIR,
Fig. 6 Dimensionless traction curves for combined slip and side slip as a
/unction ot slip for an aspect ratio of k = 1.0
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Fig. 6(b) Dlmenstondess traction curves for combined slip and side sllp aa
a function of (J//J2) , based on the rigid/plastic model These curves are valtd














Slip (J1) as a function of spin (J=) at a oonstant traction J4 = .75Fig. 7(a)
fro' the vatlous aspect ratios. Included are the asyn_otlc results for k = 1 from
the stastic/plastic and rlgld/plastic analyses
teria[ in the contact is shown in Fig. 4_ b ) The independent parameters
are the aspect ratio k and the speed pote location _. The speed pole
location parameter _ is identical to that used by Wernitz it] and by
Magi [2 l, It is related to the dimensionless parameters used in this
analysis as follows:
._u
= _ = Jl/J3 (26)
W %-/(] b
The use ¢_t" either Jl or J_ is stricly speaking not correct here in the
rigid/plastic analysis as both contain a shear modulus term, however,
their ratio is independent of the shear modulus. The results in Fig.
4(b) were obtained by numerical integration of equation _14_ over _he
contact area. Comparison with results obtained by Magi [21 showed
complete agreement. In Fig. 4(b) the spin pole oftset was kept zero.
7.3 Influence of Side Slip on Traction. For the combined action
of slip and side slip the resulting tractions for an elastic/plastic model
JULY 1979, VOL. 101 / 271
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Fig. 7(b) Slip (J1) as a funCtion ot side slip (J=) at a constant traction
J4 = .75 four the various aspect ratios. InCluded are the asymptotic results for
k = 1 from the elastic/plastic and rlgid/plastic analyses
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RIGID/ PLASTIC ANALYSIS ( k =1)
.l I 0 ]O O 600
J_ (spin)
Fk]. 9 Loss faCIor as a function of spin for the various aspect ratios. Included
are the asymptotic results from the elastic/plastic and rigid/plastic analys_s
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Fig. 8 Dimensionless losses as a function of the transmitted traction J4 for various values of












Fig. 6 shows J4 as a function of Jt at various values of J._,for an aspect
ratio of k = I. The effect of J2 is to reduce the obtained tracti,,n in the
working range.
When the imposed side slip becomes sufficiently large, the elastic
effects may be neglected and the traction can then be obtained by
noting that '/, = 1 for large values of S,
Hence for the rigid-plastic model;





J5 = _ (24)
In Fig. 61b} the resulting J4 and Js are shown as a function of Ji/J2,
the longitudinal siip to side slip ratio. There is no effect of spin pole
offset on the influence of side slip on traction.
"8 Traction Results at Constant J4
Many forms of the traction drives employ a mechanism to alter the
normal load according to the magnitude of the torque transmitted.
These mechanism are designed to operate the drive at a constant
fraction of the maximum available traction, i.e. at a constant fraction
of J_ most commonly about 75 percent. Taking J_ as a constant
I =0.75). it is now possible to rep[ot the results of all the traction cal-
.......... _ via _v _*al./l,t;_. Ill I.lll_ lllllU_|lCe ofspin on iongl'_ualnal 311p
IFig.7)and (ii)theinfluenceofsideslipon longitudinalslip(Fig.7(b).
These curvesmay be dividedintothreeregions.




Region (ii).A transitionregioninwhich acomplete elastic-plastic
analysisisrequired.The curvesin thisregionarederivedfrom the
resultsgiveninFigs.5 and 6.
Region (iii).A regioninwhich elasticdeformationisnegligibleso
that the curves are asywnptotic to the rigid-plastic analysis which gives
a linear relationships between "Jr and "In and between Jt and J2. This
is the region to which the analysis of VCernitz and Magi apply.
9 Losses in Traction Drives Under Spin
The total friction losses in the contact of a traction drive under spin
consists uf two components, the slip loss and the spin loss. Thus the
m)ndimensional loss is defined by:
J= = Jl x J4 + "J:3x J6 = 7r_v_-_Uh?c_ " (AU. F_ + _. T)
The component in the brackets is the actual power loss in the contact.
However the efficiency of the drives is better expressed by a loss factor
pn_portional to the ratio of the power lost to the power transmit-
ted
h_ Power input, / = _ \ _.F, = JT/J'
The loss factor thus calculated as a function of slip traction J4 is shown
in Fig. 8 for an aspect ratio of k -- 1 for various values of spin. It may
be observed that the loss factor increases with increasing spin. When
the spin is high the loss factor is a minimum at J4 _ .75.
The loss factor may also be plotted for a constant traction value "J4.
This is shown in Fig. 9 for the various aspect ratios and values of spin.
At low values of spin the loss factor is constant and given by the slip
Ji correspondingtothataspectratioand tractionJ4 fraction.When
thespinincreasesthe lossfactorincreasesuntilagainitbecomes as-
ymptotic to the lossfactorforthe rigid/plasticanalysis.
Conclusion
The work ofJohnson and Tevaarwerk on thetheologyoffluidsin
highly loaded EHD contacts suggests that typical traction fluids can
be conveniently modelled for traction drive analysis as elastic-per-
fectly plastic solids. In this model the fluid is characterized by two
independent parameters: its shear modulus G and its limiting or
critical shear stress re. The mean effective value of these parameters
are best found by a traction test on a simple 2 disk machine at the
appropriate conditions of speed, pressure and temperature. The
traction transmitted by a rolling contact and the power dissipated in
viscous heating are governed by not only the slip in the roiling direc-
tion (longitudinal siip} but also by the spin which is inevitable in
tic-plastic model has been used to derive traction and loss curves
under various combinations of slip, spin and side spin. Three =ez,ms
of behavior have been identified. If the spin or side slip is sufficiently
small, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 7(b), the traction is independent of
spin and side slip and depends upon the longitudinal slip only as given
in Fig. 9. If the spin or side slip are sufficiently large, elastic effects
in the fluid and also in the rollers can be neglected and the traditmnal
method of analysis based on the Coulomb friction law Irigid-plastic
model) is satisfactory. For moderate spin or side slip. elastic eI'fec_s
are not negligible as the results in this paper show.
For maximum efficiency i.e. for minimum loss factor the drive
should transmit about 75 percent of its limiting traction.
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DISCUSSION
S. H. Loewenthal _
The authors have made a timely and most welcome contribution
to the understanding of lubricant behavior in power transmitting,
traction contacts. Traction drives are currently the subject of renewed
interest due to improvements in their power capacity through better
lubricants and cleaner steels and their potential of reducing auto-
t NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Journal of Lubrication Technology
motive fuel consumption. The solutions presented in this paper in
graphical form to the authors' elastic-plastic model of traction will
be of practical value in the design and optimization of contact ge-
ometry for these types of transmissions.
In the interest of independently verifying the accuracy of the pro-
posed method, the discusser, for comparison purposes, has arbitrarily
selected four sets of traction test data generated with a simple twin
disk machine from the report of Gaggermeier [12]. In Gaggermeier's
experiments, the effect of side slip under zero spin and the effect of
spin under zero side slip on the traction-versus-slip curve was deter-
JULY 1979, VOL. 101 / 273
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Fig. 10 Comparison of Johnson and Tevaarwerk analysis with test data
mined with the test disk geometry shown in Fig. 9. The data for these
tests under one test operating condition with two lubricants appear
in Figs. 10 and ll. Also shown on these figures are the predicted
traction curves from the authors" analysis. The theoretical curves were
generated by the discusser using the graphical solutions shown in Figs.
5 and 6. The values for _" and 7c were found from equations t 18) and
(20) by measuring the initial slope m and peak traction coefficient up
from zero-spin/zero-side-slip-traction cur_'e fitted through Gagger-
meier's data.
As shown in Figs. I0 and 11, the predicted values of _ from the
Johnson and Tevaarwerk analysis are in rather good agreement with
the test data. This is despite the fact that the predictions were derived
from Figs. 5 and 6 where the contact ellipticity ratio, k = t.0, whereas
the test disks had k = 1.6. As expected, the isothermal Johnson and
Tevaarwerk analysis has a slight tendency to overpredict _ for the
higher values of slip, side slip and spin as thermal effects become more
PMz'I'$GPa
)N ._0 C


























Comparison of Johnson and Tevaarwerk analysis with test data
pronounced. Thermal corrections to the theory would be helpf,_l but
are no_ essential from a design standpoint. This is because must
traction drive contacts are designed to operate on the linear, is,>-
thermal portion of the traction curve and at the h,west p(>ssible values
of side slip and spin.
It is apparent from the side slip data displa_ed in Fig. 10 that even
a relatively small misalignment angle of 2.8 degrees cause.- a sub-
stantial reduction in u. underscoring the need t. maintain :_.ccurare
alignment of roller comDments in traction drives. In comrast t,_t h'.s.
the traction coefficient data with spin in Fig. 1 i umber ,he _ame.,O-
erating conditions show surprisingly little adver:_e effect "_, _;_: _:' _:n
for disks with a relatively large cone angle of 3i) degrees. Is _her_ a





The authors would like to thank Dr. S. Loewenthal for h_s cliscu_-
sion and the comparison that he made between the results as pub-
lished here and the experimental work by Gaagermeir I _ _1
In answer to the question at _he end of the discussi,m it may be
commentSd that slip angles and spin angles cannut be d!rec' !', c_m_-
pared for their degree of influence on the tratti,m. What is or' ;mio,,r-
tance is the degree of slip that results from these angles. In the case
of the side slip experiment, the am_mnt ,_f side slip is given by l.':an/
while the average slip due to spin on the contact is given !',v
Uv absim_/r, i3 is the sidestip angle and ,t is the <pin arz_':e, The
reason for the smaller intluence of _he spin can i>e seen dirv, ti': in :h_t
the term _ ab/r isoforder tO -t , making the dezree ,tslip d_> t,,-bm
quite a hit smaller than (.r the side slip e:<perm_ent.
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APPENDIX VI
This appendix contains the theoretical and experimental
data for the experimental traction with spin curves shown
in figure 2-12 to figure 2-19 and the theoretical prediction
shown in figure 4-1 to figure 4-8.
VI-1
TRACE NUMBER 79072704.
ASPECT RATIO = 5
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 35
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF.= .075
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF.= .035
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 5000
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1.45
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 73
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 80
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= .021













































































ASPECT RATIO = 5
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 33,3
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,051
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF,= ,044
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 1500
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 50
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 80
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 7:1E-03





DVIU., FYIFZ J2 ,T5. JS*MU -,_-.'_*_
"' -,0142666667 0 ,_...i=.-. ....
2:_8[-03 ,0214 4,43771635 :350749047
q.:_Tr-_ ,0313866667 6,6a6o.,4a= :528909403
5.16E-03 ,0370933333 8,8754327 ,6484,35856
6,45E-03 ,04066 11,0942909 ,724737606
7,74E--03 ,0428 13,3!3149 ,778109233
,01032 ,0428 17,7508654 ,o_._._ua
0i29 ,0428 n_ 1885818 ,882462591
-:01026_.7_?0_ ,',o== .... ,-. ...- :
4 O. ,_?._0. _ 900. g _ p, 7 ., -t' -_._ ._ ._ ._ .,:-r-, r- -"
.01.7888201 i ."-,',t--'72 n 5 ? _
:'...L. "" .' " ..' . "_, -' .. " ..... • .
{_'t"30 L ( L ,7,0'7 ,'%"'O A £ i i3C x'_
,036_1,161 ?o _-_.,-_,,o, = ,-,• _ ., _ : v ..' :." .2''L 2 _" ' _g
,039683570o .03127.59_.C7
,0430_'22287 .037! ."_07'T _2
^ a = n r, ¢" = r_ ,_, a5"ZC_.r_ ? _ ","_:. i





J2 J5 J5*MU I=*_
0 -,0142666667 0 n _7 _-,_01_.0 1_ -,0102647808 ._p _oq_,_...._
--i,29E-03 -,0214 -2,21885818 -,4173516 -,0212849316 -,0!8357.¢70._
: = _ 09iI186.5i-2,58E-03 -,0328133333 -4,43771635 -,.2481:1461 -,_w==?_*_u_,7ao.,=_o : .... -
-3 87E-03 -.0370933333 -6,65657452 649073RXR - 039789695_ - n_°o\''_'
-<_: 16E-'03 -,0413733333 -8,8754327 ..vl_Oal5 .-:hXz_v_=_.._._,_,_._,._ 03lnoo ':_=_
"-6,45E-"03 -,0435133333 -11,0942909 ,762061415 a_o_:,x .... _.'_=_r_
-7,74E"--03 -,04494 -13:313149 -:800746625 n_noTo,-.,_?_ - ,'_',::'_,_<i_
-,01032 -,0456533333 -17,7508654 -:853960387 -:043551979? ......7375717<"





ASPECT RATIO = 5
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 46.9
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= .081
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF.= .08
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 1500
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 50
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 20
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 7,1E-03
DIMENSIONLESS SPIN J3 (-) = 10.8295884
POSITIVE ROLLING DIRECTION
*Z***EXPERIMENTAL*******
DV/U FY/FZ J2 J5
0 -,0142666667 0 -,199909912
1,29E-03 7,13333333E-03 1,96762943 ,0921840652
2.58E-03 .0228266667 3.93525887 ,340570214
3,87E-03 .0399466667 5,9028883 ,519029307
5,16E-03 .0527866667 7oB7051773 ,639324023
6,45E-03 ,0627733333 9.83814717 ,719583303
7,74E-03 .0670533333 11.8057766 ,775216906
,01032 ,07276 15,7410355 ,843982856






















DV/U FY/FZ J2 J5 JS,HtJ ,._5,_S
0 -,0142666667 0 -,199909912 -,0161927029
-I,29E-03 -.0313866667 -1.96762943 -,420926595 -,0340950542
-2,58E-03 -.0456533333 -3.93525887 -.551923784 -,0447058265
-3.87E-03 -,0542133333 -5.?028883 -,645440416 -,0522806737
-5.16E-03 -,05992 -7,87051773 -,713421554 -,0577871459
-6,45E-03 -.0642 -9,83814717 -.76359072 -,0618508483
-7,74E-03 -,06848 -11,8057766 -,801792186 -,06_945167!
-,01032 -.07276 -15.7410355 -,85448599 -,0692!33652
-,0129 -,07704 -19,6762943 -,887683045 -,07!9023267
,-,015o92;_93







TRACE NUMBER 79072601 ..., .; ..... _.:.i_ .... '
.... i ' _ ,I l'_'_,.
ASPECT RATIO = I :::_,'_,v_
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 53,5
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,083
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF,= ,084
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 3000
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,22
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 32,5
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 20
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 3E-03













,t2 ,J5 J_,*M.., ;.........
.. ....._*,_'_
-,03.:.0,.,.3,_._. '_ -:45793279 -,,",Z.qn'_,qi-'_ _. ,_-e_:_,.:."_,=_ .:
-, 01925 ,964406623 ,1851 4.,..,_'_"4 : C__.'_ _o_ q _;__=_ ":,',__-,
_. _ ,.; '_ '_J ta t.: £ _ : .' '.. d J J _ ; -' _ ,.
0243833333 2,89321987 ,904g!8599 0667667439 _av=-,, .;_=¢ . . : % ,-' / ..._ • a .. td .;. _:
04235 3,85762649 : °97681394 _0745075557 : ,7756.0527" !
0564666667 4,8220331 ° ,938963869 : "" "O, .' 0:4,)0 !¢ .'_,oo-,-"_o_,--
0667333333 5,78643974 o_'7,_=_ ,'_ 0794354i4 ;_p,_T_ ?._-_.-'_t _'J. _ _3,_'T*. t ; ...........
077 7,71525299 ,969832676 : 0804961121 : O,_li _5°._9




0 -,0320833333 0 -,45793279 -,0380084218 -.:0.37_:4_7
-1,27E-03 -,04235 -,964406623 -o810581823 -,06727829t3 -:06_(:79S_:
-2,54E-03 -,0539 -1,92881325 -,899598465 -_0746666726 .-:0755_62v!
-3 81E-03 -,0628833333 -2,89321987 ,°3836297_ -,077884!27_ _ ,_v_,z_-
-5,08E-03 -,0680166667 -3,85762649 -,953232441 -:079!182o2_ -:0_0,)7!525
-6,35E-03 -,0718666667 -4,82203312 -,961063135 -,0797682¢02 .-_08072o20_5
-7,62E-03 -,077 -5,78643974 -,965714323 -,08015428g_ -:08!12000_:
-,01016 -,08085 -7,71525299 -,970666743 -:0805653397 -,09!ST_OO._i
-,0127 -,0834166667 -9,64406623 -,973083478 -,0807659287 -_0_!r7o01.2_
VI-5
TRACE NUMBER 79111902
ASPECT RATIO = 1
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 35,9
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,085
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF,= ,084
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 185
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,45
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 29
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 30
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 1,03E-03




































































































ASPECT RATIO = I
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 59.6
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF.= .098
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF.= .091
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 416
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,9
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 70
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 20
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 1,35E-03





































































,07_97507_ 4 ......... .:.,m-v.
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ASPECT RATIO = 1
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 53,9
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,096
SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,0955
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 416
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = 1,9
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 70
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 20
SPIN ON THE CONTACT (-)= 1.35E-03





DV/U FY/FZ J2 J5 !5_MV JS_S
-5,36E-04 -,0533653846 -,354538249 -,486535447 -,046707¢03 .:0_64_:i[7_2
8,04E-04 ,0142307692 ,531807374 _237942065 ,0220424382 02_7_7._,_i_
2.144E-03 ,0622596154 1,418153 ,4850Z0626 .0657629401 0_5%?i2¢_
3.484E-03 ,0871654616 2,30449_62 ,8673217_2 ,0832628S67 9_}9_<722=_
4,824E-03 .0978365385 3,1708442_ ,934697377 ,0897307¢@2 _¢_72L_ _?_'_
7_504E-03 ,101394231 4,96353549 ,970534737 :09317!Z_47 :0926960'_'??
















































TRACE NUMBER 80062801 OF POOR QUALITY
ASPECT RATIO = 5
ZERO SPIN TRACTION SLOPE = 4.1,2
ZERO SPIN PEAK TRACTION COEFF,= ,082
SPIN PEAK FRACTION COEFF,= ,082
NORMAL LOAD (N) = 4.60
HERTZ PRESSURE (GPA) = I
INLET TEMPERATURE (C) = 70
SURFACE SPEED (M/S) = 20
SPIN ON THE CONTACT '-)= 1,98E-03
L'.&_ILI't_I.LUI_S..K=d.),..I '_f',.I.|_ _.,,_ ( -- ) -- 2; O_'UOO"'£;*'/_-'_n'%Aa
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APPENDIX VII
This appendix contains the experimental and
theoretical data for the traction traces with spin,








Side slip traces only.
Side slip and longitudinal slip combined.
Side slip and spin only.
Side slip, spin and longitudinal slip.
VII-A-1
Side Slip Traction Trace With 0° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 0.5
The slope is; 64.06
The traction coefficient is; 0.0935
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0221052
_^ X ¢^^t ^_l^- " _o_n=o
. UU ._ UU J/..•t,= _=,- ,-,L/,._tt IS; 0
AV/U Fy/N
Fy/N
cm _V/U J2 cm (act)
0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0006 0.371 1.85 0.0408
0.50 0.0013 0.743 2.95 0.0652
0.75 0.0019 1.115 3.57 0.0789
1.00 0.0026 1.486 3.85 0.0851
I.25 0.0032 1.858 4.00 0.0884
1.50 0.0039 2.230 4.05 0.0895
2.00 0.0052 2.973 4.15 0.0917
2.50 0.0065 3.717 4.20 0.0928
3.00 0.0078 4.460 4.22 0.0932
3.50 0.0091 5.204 4.22 0.0932
4.00 0.0104 5.947 4.22 0.0932
5.00 0.0130 7.434 4.20 0.0928
6.00 0.0156 8.921 4.20 0.0928
7.00 0.0182 10.408 4.20 0.0928






































Side Slip Traction Trace With 0 ° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 1.0
The slope is; 57.60
The traction coefficient is; 0.0956
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0173485



























0038 2. 733 5.22
0051 3. 644 5.35
0064 4.555 5.40
0077 5.466 5.45
0089 6. 377 5.50
.0102 7. 288 5.50
.0128 9. ii0 5.52
.0154 10.932 5.50











































































Side Slip Traction Trace With 0 ° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 2.0
The slope is; 54.40
The traction coefficient is; 0.i00
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0145373
The X factor/cm is; 0.0025669
V/U Fy/N
cm V/U J2 cm
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0006 0.581 2.00
0.50 0.0012 i. 163 4.00
0.75 0.0019 1.744 5.15
1.00 0.0025 2.326 5.90
1.25 0.0032 2.908 6.32
1.50 0.0038 3.489 6.50
2.00 0.0051 4.653 6.70
2.50 0.0064 5.816 6.75
3.00 0.0077 6.979 6.80
3.50 0.0089 8.142 6.80
4.00 0.0102 9.306 6.80
5.00 0.0128 11.632 6.77
6.00 0.0154 13.959 6.75
7.00 0.0179 16.285 6.70










































































Side Slip Traction Trace With 0° Spin
The aspect ratio is, 5.0
The slope is; 52.40
The traction coefficient is; 0.089
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0151398





0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0006 1.017 2.25
0.50 0.0013 2.035 3.75
0.75 0.0019 3.053 4.60
1.00 0.0026 4.071 5. I0
1.25 0.0032 5.088 5.37
1.50 0.0039 6.106 5.55
2.00 0.0052 8. 142 5.67
2.50 0.0065 10.177 5.75
3.00 0.0078 12. 213 5.75
3.50 0.0091 14.248 5.80
4.00 0.0104 16. 284 5.80
5.00 0.0131 20.355 5.87
6.00 0.0157 24.426 5.80
7.00 0.0183 28.497 5.75
















































































The aspect ratio is; 0.5
The slope is; 66.74
The traction coefficient is; 0.0935
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0168621
The X factor/cm is; 0.0089113
U/U Fx/N
Traction Trace With 0° Spin
Fx/N
cm _U/U Jl cm (act)
0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0022 1.32 5.70 0.096
0.50 0.0044 2.64 6.37 0.107
0.75 0.0066 3.97 6.75 0.113
1.00 0.0089 5.29 6.90 0.116
1.25 0.0111 6.62 6.95 0.117
1.50 0.0133 7.94 7.02 0.118
2.00 0.0178 i0.59 7. i0 0. 119
2.50 0.0222 13.24 7.15 0. 120
3.00 0.0267 15.89 7.10 0.119
4.00 0.0356 21.19 6.95 0.117
0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0022 1.32 4.50 0.075
0.50 0.0044 2.64 5.75 0.096
0.75 0.0066 3.97 6.25 0.105
1.00 0.0089 5.29 6.55 0.ii0
1.25 0.0111 6.62 6.70 0.112
1.50 0.0133 7.94 6.80 0.114
2.00 0.0178 10.59 6.95 0.117
2.50 0.0222 13.24 7.05 0.118
3.00 0.0267 15.89 7.02 O.118
4.00 0.0356 21.19 6.90 0.116
0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0022 1.32 1.72 0.029
0.50 0.0044 2.64 3.00 0.050
0.75 0.0066 3.97 4.08 0.068
1.00 0.0089 5.29 4.80 0.080
1.50 0.0133 7.94 5.65 0.095
2.00 0.0178 10.59 6.10 0.102
2.50 0.0222 13.24 6.35 0. 107
3.00 0.0267 15.89 6.50 0.109
4.00 0.0356 21.19 6.57 O.ii0
5.00 0.0445 26.49 6.50 0. 109
0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0022 1.32 0.85 0.014
0.50 0.0044 2.64 i. 75 0.029
1.00 0.0089 5.29 3.00 0.050
1.50 0.0133 7.94 4.00 0.067
2.00 0.0178 10.59 4.67 0.078
3.00 0.0267 15.89 5.55 0.093
4.00 0.0356 21.19 5.90 0.099
5.00 0.0445 26.49 6.00 0. i01
6.00 0.0534 31.79 6.08 0. 102





























































































































































































Longitudinal Traction Trace With 0° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 1.0 includin9 side slip
The slope is, 65.19
The traction coefficient is; 0.0956
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0146718
The X factor/cm is; 0.0109629
_U/U Fx/N
Fx/N J4
cm _U/U Jl cm (act) (act)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0027 2.20 5.30 0.077 0.813
0.50 0.0054 4.40 5.90 0.086 0.905
0.75 0.0082 6.60 6.07 0.089 0.931
1.00 0.0109 8.80 6.22 0.091 0.954
1.25 0.0137 ii.00 6.27 0.091 0.962
1.50 0.0164 13.21 6.32 0.092 0.969
2.00 0.0219 17.61 6.37 0.093 0.977
2.50 0.0274 22.01 6.40 0.093 0.982
3.00 0.0328 26.42 6.37 0.093 0.977
4.00 0.0438 35.22 6.27 0.091 0.962
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0027 2.20 5.00 0.073 0.767
0.50 0.0054 4.40 5.72 0.083 0.877
0.75 0.0082 6.60 6.00 0.088 0.920
1.00 0.0109 8.80 6.20 0.090 0.951
1.25 0.0137 ii.00 6.30 0.092 0.966
1.50 0.0164 13.21 6.32 0.092 0.969
2.00 0.0219 17.61 6.37 0.093 0.977
2.50 0.0274 22.01 6.40 0.093 0.982
3.00 0.0328 26.42 6.40 0.093 0.982
4.00 0.0438 35.22 6.25 0.091 0.959
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0027 2.20 2.70 0.039 0.414
0.50 0.0054 4.40 4.00 0.058 0.613
0.75 0.0082 6.60 4.85 0.071 0.744
1.00 0.0109 8.80 5.23 0.076 0.802
1.50 0.0164 13.21 5.80 0.085 0.890
2.00 0.0219 17.61 6.00 0.088 0.920
2.50 0.0274 22.01 6.10 0.089 0.936
3.00 0.0328 26.42 6.15 0.090 0.943
4.00 0.0438 35.22 6.12 0.089 0.939
5.00 0.0548 44.03 6.02 0.088 0.923
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0027 2.20 1.00 0.014 0.153
0.50 0.0054 4.40 1.77 0.025 0.271
1.00 0.0109 8.80 3. i0 0.045 0.475
1.50 0.0164 13.21 4.02 0.058 0.616
2.00 0.0219 17.61 4.62 0.067 0. 709
3.00 0.0328 26.42 5.20 0.076 0.798
4.00 0.0438 35.22 5.50 0.080 0.844
5.00 0.0548 44.03 5.55 0.081 0.851
6.00 0.0657 52.84 5.55 0.081 0.851















































































































































includingThe aspect ratio is; 2.0
The slope is; 62.78
The traction coefficient is; 0. i00
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0137539
The X factor/cm is; 0.0045806
_U/U Fx/N
cm aU/U Jl cm
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0011 i. 19 4.60
0.50 0.0022 2.39 6.20
0.75 0.0034 3.59 6.82
1.00 0.0045 4.79 7. i0
i. 25 0.0057 5.98 7.25
1.50 0.0068 7.18 7.30
2.00 0.0091 9.58 7.37
2.50 0.0114 11.97 7.37
3.00 0.0137 14.37 7.37
4.00 0.0183 19.16 7.32
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0011 I. 19 3.25
0.50 0.0022 2.39 5. i0
0.75 0.0034 3.59 5.97
1.00 0.0045 4.79 6.50
i. 25 0.0057 5.98 6.80
1.50 0.0068 7.18 6.97
2.00 0.0091 9.58 7.15
2.50 0.0114 11.97 7.22
3.00 0.0137 14.37 7.25
4.00 0.0183 19.16 7.25
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0011 i. 19 i. i0
0.50 0.0022 2.39 2.05
1.00 0.0045 4.79 3.40
1.50 0.0068 7.18 4.65
2.00 0.0091 9.58 5.37
3.00 0.0137 14.37 6.17
4.00 0.0183 19.16 6.55
5.00 0.0229 23.95 6.72
6.00 0.0274 28.74 6.77
7.00 0.0320 33.53 6.77
0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0045 4.79 I. 70
2.00 0.0091 9.58 3.00
3.00 0.0137 14.37 4.02
4.00 0.0183 19.16 4.65
5.00 0.0229 23.95 5.20
6.00 0.0275 28.74 5.50
7.00 0.0320 33.53 5.67
8.00 0.0366 38.32 5.77
9.00 0.0412 43.12 5.85
12.00 0.0549 57.49 5.90











































































































































































































































Lon$itudinal Traction Trace With
The aspect ratio is; 5.0 including side slip
The slope is; 61.10
The traction coefficient is; 0.089
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0128688
The X factor/cm is; 0.0023956
-'U/U Fx/N
Fx/N J4
cm nU/U Jl cm (act) (act)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0005 1.08 3.35 0.043 0.484
0.50 0.0011 2.16 4.80 0.061 0.694
0.75 0.0017 3.24 5.50 0.070 0.795
1.00 0.0023 4.33 5.90 0.075 0.853
1.25 0.0029 5.41 6.30 0.081 0.910
1.50 0.0035 6.49 6.40 0.082 0.925
2.00 0.0047 8.66 6.60 0.084 0.954
2.50 0.0059 10.83 6.65 0.085 0.961
3.00 0.0071 12.99 6.75 0.086 0.976
4.00 0.0095 17.32 6.80 0.087 0.983
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0005 1.08 2.00 0.025 0. 289
0.50 0.0011 2.16 3.60 0.046 0.520
1.00 0.0023 4.33 5.35 0.068 0.773
1.50 0.0035 6.49 6.00 0.077 0.867
2.00 0.0047 8.66 6.37 0.081 0.921
3.00 0.0071 12.99 6.37 0.08-1 0.921
4.00 0.0095 17.32 6.80 0.087 0.983
5.00 0.0119 21.66 7.00 0.090 1.012
6.00 0.0143 25.99 7.00 0.090 1.012


























0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0023 4.33 2.10 0.027 0.303 0.033
2.00 0.0047 8.66 3.85 0.049 0.556 0.055
3.00 0.0071 12.99 4.95 0.063 0.715 0.068
4.00 0.0095 17.32 5.55 0.071 0.802 0.075
5.00 0.0119 21.66 5.95 0.076 0.860 0.079
6.00 0.0143 25.99 6.30 0.081 0.910 0.082
7.00 0.0167 30.32 6.40 0.082 0.925 0.084
8.00 0.0191 34.65 6.50 0.083 0.939 0.085
9.00 0.0215 38.99 6.55 0.084 0.947 0.086
12.00 0.0287 51.98 6.60 0.084 0.954 0.087
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0023 4.33 0.90 0.011 0.130 0.014
2.00 0.0047 8.66 1.67 0.021 0.241 0.026
3.00 0.0071 12.99 2.37 0.030 0.342 0.037
4.00 0.0095 17.32 3.00 0.038 0.433 0.047
D 5.00 0.0119 21.66 3.50 0.045 0.506 0.054
6.00 0.0143 25.99 3.92 0.050 0.566 0.061
7.00 0.0167 30.32 4.25 0.054 0.614 0.065
8.00 0.0191 34.65 4.55 0.058 0.657 0.069
9.00 0.0215 38.99 4.72 0.060 0.682 0.072





























































































Side Slip Traction Trace With
The aspect ratio is; 0.5
The traction coefficient is; 0.0935
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0216799
l[l_ X - - 1,_, U.UULOU._/I_ LUI_/ _l[l
6° Spin
V/U Fy/N
Fy/N J5 Fy/N J5
cm ,V/U J2 cm (act) (act) (thy) (thy) J3
0 0 0 -1.55 -0.034 -0.359 -0.027 -0.285 0.6044
0.25 0.0007 0.372 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.126 0.6044
0.50 0.0013 0.744 1.73 0.038 0.401 0.041 0.443 0.6044
0.75 0.0020 i. 115 2.74 0.059 0. 635 0.061 0. 657 0. 6044
1.00 0.0026 1.487 3.48 0.075 0.807 0.074 0.792 0.6044
1.25 0.0033 1.859 3.95 0.086 0.916 0.082 0.872 0.6044
1.50 0.0039 2.230 4.25 0.092 0.985 0.086 0.920 0.6044
2.00 0.0052 2.974 4.50 0.098 1.043 0.090 0.965 0.6044
2.50 0.0065 3.717 4.60 0.i00 1.067 0.092 0.982 0.6044
3.00 0.0078 4.461 4.60 0.i00 1.067 0.092 0.989 0.6044
3.50 0.0091 5.204 4.65 0.i01 1.078 0.093 0.993 0.6044
4.00 0.0104 5.947 4.65 0.i01 1.078 0.093 0.995 0.6044
5.00 0.0130 7.437 4.60 0.i00 1.067 0.093 0.997 0.6044
6.00 0.0156 8.921 4.55 0.099 1.055 0.093 0.998 0.6044
7.00 0.0182 10.405 4.55 0.099 1.055 0,093 0.998 0.6044


































































































































Side Slip Traction Trace
The aspect ratio is; 1.0
The traction coefficient is; 0.0956
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0169199
The X factor/cm is; 0.0026052
+V/U Fy/N
Fy/N




















0 0 -i.00 -0.017 -0. 177 -0.024 -0
0.0007 0.462 0.85 0.014 O. 150 0.010 0
0.0013 0.925 2.65 0.045 0.469 0.037 0
0.0020 1.387 3.65 0.062 0.646 0.057 0
0.0026 1.849 4.40 0.074 0.779 0.071 0
0.0033 2.312 5.00 0.085 0.885 0.079 0
0.0039 2.774 5.50 0.093 0.973 0.085 0
0.0052 3.698 5.80 0.098 1.027 0.090 0
0.0065 4. 623 5.90 O. i00 1.044 0.093 0
0.0078 5.548 5.93 0. i00 1.049 0.094 0
0.0091 6.472 5.95 O. 101 1.053 0.095 0
0.0104 7.396 6.00 0.102 1.062 0.095 0
0.0130 9. 249 6.00 O. 102 1.062 0.095 0
0.0156 11.094 5.95 0.i01 1.053 0.095 0
0.0182 12.947 5.95 O. I01 1.053 0.095 0












4.00 0.0104 7. 396








































































































































Side Slip Traction Trace With 6° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 2.0
The traction coefficient is; 0. I00
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0156251
The X factor/cm is; 0.0026446
V/U Fy/N
Fy/N J5
cm _.V/U J2 cm (act) (act)
0 0 0 -0.83 -0.013 -0. 130
0.25 0.0007 0.599 I. I0 0.017 0.172
0.50 0.0013 1.198 2.70 0.042 0.422
0.75 0.0020 1.797 3.60 0.056 0.563
1.00 0.0026 2.397 4.45 0.070 0.653
1.25 0.0033 2.996 5.10 0.080 0.797
1.50 0.0040 3.595 5.47 0.085 0.855
2.00 0.0053 4. 794 5.90 0.092 0.922
2.50 0.0066 5.993 6.07 0.095 0.948
3.00 0.0079 7. 191 6.17 0.096 0.964
3.50 0.0093 8.389 6.20 0.097 0.969
4.00 0.0106 9.589 6.25 0.098 0.977
5.00 0.0132 11.982 6.25 0.098 0.977
6.00 0.0159 14.384 6.25 0.098 0.977
7.00 0.0185 16.777 6.25 0.098 0.977

















0 0 -0.83 -0.013
0.0007 0.599 -2.95 -0.046
0.0013 i. 198 -4. i0 -0.064
0.0020 1.797 -4.80 -0.075
0.0026 2.397 -5.35 -0.084
0.0033 2.996 -5.55 -0.087
0.0040 3.595 -5.75 -0.090
0.0053 4.794 -6.00 -0.094
0.0066 5.993 -6. I0 -0.095
0.0079 7. 191 -6.20 -0.097
0.0093 8.389 -6.25 -0.098
0.0106 9.589 -6.30 -0.098
0.0132 11.982 -6.30 -0.098
0.0159 14.384 -6.30 -0.098
0.0185 16.777 -6.25 -0.098
























































































































The aspect ratio is; 5.0
The traction coefficient is; 0.089
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0153200
The X factor/cm is; 0.0026648
_.V/U Fy/N
Trace With 6° Spin
Fy/N J5 Fy/N J5
cm :_V/U J2 cm (act) (act) (thy) (thy)
0 0 0 -0.75 -0.011 -0.129 -0.012 -0.140
0.25 0.0007 1.033 0.62 0.009 0.107 0.011 0.126
0.50 0.0013 2.067 1.85 0.028 0.318 0.032 0.358
0.75 0.0020 3.100 2.90 0.044 0.499 0.048 0.535
1.00 0.0027 4.133 3.65 0.056 0.628 0.059 0.663
1.25 0.0033 5.166 4.23 0.065 0.728 0.067 0.752
1.50 0.0040 6.199 4.65 0.071 0.800 0.072 0.814
2.00 0.0053 8.267 5.10 0.078 0.878 0.079 0.887
2.50 0.0067 10.333 5.37 0.082 0.924 0.082 0.925
3.00 0.0080 12.399 5.45 0.083 0.938 0.084 0.947
3.50 0.0093 14.466 5.50 0.084 0.947 0.085 0.959
4.00 0.0107 16.533 5.57 0.085 0.959 0.086 0.966
5.00 0.0133 20.659 5.62 0.086 0.967 0.087 0.974
6.00 0.0160 24.800 5.62 0.086 0.967 0.087 0.978
7.00 0.0187 28.926 5.60 0.086 0.964 0.087 0.980
8.00 0.0213 33.067 5.57 0.085 0.959 0.087 0.983
0 0 0 -0.75 -0.011 -0.129 -0.012 -0.140
0.25 0.0007 1.033 -2.05 -0.031 -0.353 -0.035 -0.388
0.50 0.0013 2.067 -3.30 -0.051 -0.568 -0.051 -0.575
0.75 0.0020 3.100 -3.95 -0.061 -0.680 -0.062 -0.695
1.00 0.0027 4. 133 -4.40 -0.067 -0.757 -0.069 -0.773
1.25 0.0033 5.166 -4.70 -0.072 -0.809 -0.074 -0.827
1.50 0.0040 6.199 -4.95 -0.076 -0.852 -0.077 -0.864
2.00 0.0053 8.267 -5.22 -0.080 -0.899 -0.081 -0.911
2.50 0.0067 10.333 -5.35 -0.082 -0.921 -0.083 -0.937
3.00 0.0080 12.399 -5.47 -0.084 -0.942 -0.085 -0.953
3.50 0.0093 14.466 -5.52 -0.085 -0.950 -0.086 -0.964
4.00 0.0107 16.533 -5.60 -0.086 -0.964 -0.086 -0.971
5.00 0.0133 20.659 -5.60 -0.086 -0.964 -0.087 -0.979
6.00 0.0160 24.800 -5.60 -0.086 -0.964 -0.087 -0.983
7.00 0.0187 28.926 -5.57 -0.085 -0.959 -0.088 -0.986






































Longitudinal Traction Trace With
The aspect ratio is; 0.5 including side Slip
The traction coefficient is; 0.0935
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0136310





0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0023 1.34 5.65
0.50 0.0045 2.68 6.45
0.75 0.0068 4.02 6.70
1.00 0.0090 5.36 6.90
1.25 0.0113 6.70 7.00
1.50 0.0135 8.04 7.10
2.00 0.0180 i0.72 7.25
2.50 0.0225 13.40 7.30
3.00 0.0270 16.07 7.25



























0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0023 1.34 4.80 0.
0.50 0.0045 2.68 5.95 0.
0.75 0.0068 4.02 6.40 0.
1.00 0.0090 5.36 6.67 0.
1.25 0.0113 6.70 6.85 0.
1.50 0.0135 8.04 6.95 0.
2.00 0.0180 I0.72 7.12 0.
2.50 0.0225 13.40 7.12 0.
3.00 0.0270 16.07 7. i0 0.






















0 0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0023 1.34 1.65 0.022 0.241
0.50 0.0045 2.68 3.00 0.041 0.437
0.75 0.0068 4.02 4.05 0.055 0.590
1.00 0.0090 5.36 4.75 0.065 0.693
1.50 0.0135 8.04 5.67 0.077 0.827
2.00 0.0180 10.72 6.22 0.085 0.907
2.50 0.0225 13.40 6.40 0.087 0.933
3.00 0.0270 16.07 6.57 0.090 0.958
4.00 0.0360 21.43 6.72 0.092 0.980
5.00 0.0451 26.79 6.65 0.091 0.970
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0023 i.34 0.80
0.50 0.0045 2.68 i. 55
1.00 0.0090 5.36 2.70
1.50 0.0135 8.04 3.75
2.00 0.0180 10.72 4.40
3.00 0.0270 16.07 5.23
4.00 0.0360 21.43 5.73
5.00 0.0451 26.79 5.92
6.00 0.0541 32.15 6.25


































































































































































Longitudinal Traction Trace With 6° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 1.0
including side slip
The traction coefficient is; 0.0956
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0124639




cm AU/U Jl cm
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0028 2.21 6.40
0.50 0.0055 4.43 7.00
0.75 0.0083 6.64 7.25
1.00 0.0110 8.85 7.35
i. 25 0.0138 11.07 7.42
I.50 0.0165 13.28 7.50
2.00 0.0221 17.71 7.52
2.50 0.0276 22.14 7.45
3.00 0.0331 26.57 7.35
4.00 0.0441 35.42 7.12
0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0028 2.21 5.85
0.50 0.0055 4.43 6.90
0.75 0.0083 6.64 7.20
1.00 0.0110 8.85 7.35
i.25 0.0138 11.07 7.42
1.50 0.0165 13.28 7.50
2.00 0.0221 17.71 7.55
2.50 0.0276 22.14 7.53
3.00 0.0331 26.57 7.40

























































































































0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0028 2.21 2.75
0.50 0.0055 4.43 4.75
0.75 0.0083 6.64 5.85
1.00 0.0110 8.85 6.32
I. 50 0.0165 13.28 6.85
2.00 0.0220 17.71 7.10
2.50 0.0276 22.14 7.17
3.00 0.0331 26.57 7.17
4.00 0.0441 35.42 7.05



































































0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0028 2.21 1.00
0.50 0.0055 4.43 2.10
1.00 0.0110 8.85 3.75
1.50 0.0165 13.28 4.85
2.00 0.0221 17.71 5.50
3.00 0.0331 26.57 6.15
4.00 0.0441 35.42 6.35
5.00 0.0551 44.28 6.37
6.00 0.0661 53.13 6.35



































































Longitudinal Traction Trace With 6° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 2.0
including side sli_
The traction coefficient is; 0.i00
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0138367






0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0012 1.22 3.50
0_50 0=0023 2.44 5.50
0.75 0.0035 3.66 6.30
1.00 0.0047 4.88 6.70
i. 25 0.0058 6. i0 6.77
1.50 0.0070 7.32 6.92
2.00 0.0093 9.76 7.03
2.50 0.0117 12.21 7.10
3.00 0.0140 14.64 7.17


































































0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0012 1.22 2.55
0.50 0.0023 2.44 4.40
0.75 0.0035 3.66 5.50
1.00 0.0047 4.88 6.05
i. 25 0.0058 6. i0 6.40
1.50 0.0070 7.32 6.60
2.00 0.0093 9.76 6.82
2.50 0.0117 12.21 6.95
3.00 0.0140 14.64 7.05



































































0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0012 1.22 1.00
0.50 0.0023 2.44 1.85
1.00 0.0047 4.88 3.30
1.50 0.0070 7.32 4.32
2.00 0.0093 9.76 5.05
3.00 0.0140 14.64 5.92
4.00 0.0187 19.53 6.32
5.00 0.0233 24.40 6.52
6.00 0.0280 29.29 6.60



































































0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0047 4.88 1.55
2.00 0.0093 9.76 2.80
3.00 0.0140 14.64 3.80
4.00 0.0187 19.53 4.47
5.00 0.0233 24.40 4.97
6.00 0.0280 29.29 5.30
7.00 0.0327 34.17 5.50
8.00 0.0373 39.05 5.62
9.00 0.0420 43.93 5.72



































































Longitudinal Traction Trace With 6° Spin
The aspect ratio is; 5.0 includin_ side slip
The traction coefficient is; 0.089
The Y factor/cm is; 0.0125408






0 0 0 0
0.25 O. 00 24 4.34 4.65
0.50 0.0048 8.67 6.45
0.75 0.0072 13.01 6.97
1.00 0.0096 17.35 7.10
i. 25 0.0120 21.68 7.17
1.50 0.0144 26.02 7.22
2.00 0.0192 34.71 7.22
2.50 0.0240 43.37 7.15
3.00 0.0288 52.05 7. i0


































































0 0 0 0 0
0.25 0.0024 4.34 4.00 0.
0.50 0.0048 8.67 5°97 0.
1.00 0.0096 17.35 6.90 0.
1.50 0.0144 26.02 7o10 0.
2.00 0.0192 34.71 7o15 0.
3.00 0.0288 52.05 7°05 0.
4.00 0.0384 69.39 6.85 0.
5.00 0.0480 86.74 6°62 0.
6.00 0.0576 104.10 6°45 0.


































































0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0096 17.35 5.75
2.00 0.0192 34.71 6.75
3.00 0.0288 52.05 6.78
4.00 0.0384 69.39 6.73
5°00 0.0480 86.74 6.47
6.00 0.0576 104. i0 6.35
7.00 0.0672 121.44 6.15
8.00 0.0767 138.78 6.00
9.00 0.0863 156.13 5.82













































































0 0 0 0
1.00 0.0096 17.35 2.85
2.00 0.0192 34.71 4.45
3.00 0.0288 52.05 5.15
4.00 0.0384 69.39 5.40
5.00 0.0480 86.74 5.45
6.00 0.0576 104. i0 5.42
7.00 0.0672 121.44 5.35
8.00 0.0767 138.78 5.25
9.00 0.0863 156.13 5.13







































































appendix contains the traction coefficient and traction
obtained under conditions of spin,side slip and
All the data reported was obtained at a
o£ 20 m/sec and an inlet temperature of 70'C.
Four ai££erent side slip values were imposed £or each test and
the exact value o£ side slip is indicated below each
corresponding traction coefficient. The initial traction slope
m that is indicated is for the zero spin ond zero side slip
test. The spin values indicated are in degrees tilt of the
toroidal axis with respect to the axis of the disc.
VII-E-I
COMBINED LONGITUDINAL AND SIDE
SANTOTRAC-50 AT 20 M/SEC AND 70 'C.








SLIP TEST RESULTS FOR
ALL RESULTS WERE OBTAINED
2.4
k spin















.118 .iii .107 .095
0.0 .142 .591 1.67
.i01 .i00 .098 .089
0.0 .163 .656 1.73
.I00 .099 .095 .086
0.0 .177 .654 1.80
.... _ ............. ,..... . . •
.142 .141 .131 .121








.119 .118 .109 .099




0.0 .153 .727 1.77
.095 .095 .090 .083





























.096 .098 .092 .083
0.0 .095 .655 1.75
.094 .094 .090 .080
0.0 .164 .641 1.94
.088 .087 .083 .074
0.0 .164 .846 2.01
1697.......097 091......i080
oo 145 754 206_
............ o
To3Ti.....094 .088 .077
0.0 .224 .899 2.06
.098 .096 .090 .078
0.0 .207 .827 1.94
.090 .090 .084 .070
0.0 .150 .685 1.95
.089 .089 .085 .073














.091 .090 .086 .069








COMBINED LONGITUDINAL AND SIDE SLIP TEST RESULTS FOR TDF-88 AT






















side s_p[%) ...... 0.0







80051407 1.45 1 0.0 31.6 .088 .088 .083 .076
side slip(%) 0_6---?121 .....663 1,61
80051411 1.90 1 6.0 --- .093 .092 .086 .080
' _6e-sIfp(%) .............0-.0_ .155 .....703 1.40
: .......................................... o9i.;9o ....'086- .oao: 80051413 1.45 1 6.0 --- .
i side-s_-%)- 0 0 .......142 .639 1.46
80052603 _ 1.00 2 0.0 16.4 .084 .080 .074 .058
side slip(%) ..... 0.-0--- 72 64---i .16 ....2.59
80052605 1.00 2 6.0 --- '.084 .082 .076 .064
, side sl{p-(%) ...............O_b ....364 1.13 2.28
80052608 1.45 2 0.0 87.8 .090 .089 .082 .070
side slip(%) 0.0 .226 .964 2_i3
80052610 _ 1.45 2 6.0 --- .092 .090 .083 .067
side slip(%) ....0_0----.--2-87........fq-09 .... 2f45
80052902 1.00 5 0.0 35.8 .077 .077 .072 .058
' side slip(%) 0.0 .078 .599 2.01
80052904 1.22 5 0.0 83.7 .082 .079 .076 .064
side slip(%) 0.0 .130 .755 2.0i
80052906 1.00 5 6.0 --- .080 .078 .072 .058
side slip(%) --'O?0 .......'208 1.02 2.19
80052908 1.22 5 6.0 --- .087 .086 .079 .062
side slip(%) _-0_0 ......268 .....i_17" 2.55
(
